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1.0 FOREWORD

“The longer one stays here the more does the spirit of the moor sink into one’s soul, its
vastness, and also its grim charm. When you are once out upon its bosom you have
left all traces of modern England behind you, but, on the other hand, you are conscious
everywhere of the homes and the work of the prehistoric people. On all sides of you
as you walk are the houses of these forgotten folk, with their graves and the huge
monoliths which are supposed to have marked their temples. As you look at their grey
stone huts against the scarred hillsides you leave your own age behind you, and if you
were to see a skin-clad, hairy man crawl out from the low door fitting a flint-tipped
arrow on to the string of his bow, you would feel that his presence there was more
natural than your own.”

The First Report of Dr Watson
from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles
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The River Plym, the name deriving from the Old
English for Plum, rises some 460m above sea level in
the moorlands of the Dartmoor National Park at Plym
Head from where it flows roughly south west over
a distance of just 30km before entering Plymouth
Sound, one of the best natural harbours in the southwest.
The river itself begins in the boggy upland of
Dartmoor, and its upper reaches are characterised by
a landscape of moorland noted for its wild, expansive
and open character and evidence of thousands of
years of human occupation, farming, industry and
ritual (and so evocatively described by Dr Watson). Of
particular significance are the monuments and field
systems that are the remnant of prehistoric farming
communities that once thrived in these uplands,
before changing climatic conditions forced them
to abandon their farms to locations in the adjacent
lowlands. In more recent times the uplands have seen
extensive mineral working and the remains of tin
working and granite quarries are evident across the
landscape. The upland moors and heaths are enjoyed
by intrepid walkers, keen to explore wild nature and
find solitude in the vast open landscape.
However the constituents of the Plym Valley are
more diverse than the upland moorlands of Dartmoor
alone. Below Cadover the river and its tributaries flow
though deeply incised wooded valleys. These have a
long history of woodland cover and many of them are
recognised as ancient woodland. Historically these
areas were mined for slatestone, used for paving and
roofing some of Plymouth’s grandest buildings. Today
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the valleys are the focus of visitors looking to find
adventure on the numerous bike tracks or peaceful
places to sit and contemplate the river. The valleys
occupy a wider landscape of the Dartmoor fringes. To
the east of the River, across Shaugh Moor, extensive
active china clay mineral workings are evident.
Works began in the 1830’s when china clay deposits
were discovered. Demand was stimulated when
William Cookworthy, a resident of Plymouth and close
friend of Captain Cook, developed the process of china
manufacture, producing china at Coxside.
Dewerstone Rocks mark the confluence of the Plym
and its major tributary the River Meavey which itself is
fed by Burrator Reservoir, built in the late 19th century
to supply water to the rapidly expanding population of
towns and village in the adjacent lowlands. From here
the Plym grows in stature creating a cascading torrent
in valleys cloaked by ancient woodlands and carpets of
moss.
On leaving Cann Woods the the remote wooded
valleys are replaced by the urban fringes of Plymouth,
Plympton and Plymstock, all settlements that the river
Plym has given its name to.
At the A38 the river becomes tidal. Here the river is
known locally as the Laira, a name that may originate
from ancient times – the Welsh for shallow or low ebb
is ‘Llaeru’. On the eastern bank of the river at this
point is Saltram House, one of the best preserved early
Georgian houses in England. Set within its expansive
parkland, the grounds of Saltram overlook the Plym
and the house itself has many connections with

Plymouth illuminati including the Parker family and
artists Joshua Renolds and William Tomkins. Saltram
again gives us a clue as to the history of the river. Here
the tidal marshes around the estuary would have been
used in the ‘capture’ of salt as the sea receded on the
tide. The name Saltram refers to the area or settlement
of salt workers.
Below Saltram, the colloquial name of the river
changes again. The stretch of water where the mouth
of the river merges with Plymouth Sound is known as
the Cattewater. Here lies Sutton Pool around which
the manor of Sutton grew to become the modern day
city of Plymouth. At Mount Batten, excavations of a
Bronze Age settlement uncovered the earliest evidence
of trade with Europe; an indication that the area has
remained of significance as a trading and military
port from early times.
The river enters the sea at Plymouth Sound. The
Sound has been witness to several momentous events
and people in world history. It was here that the
English fleet assembled before the Battle of Poitiers
in 1356 and from where Sir Francis Drake embarked
on his circumnavigation of the globe aboard the
Pelican, and most famously was told of the impending
arrival of the Spanish Armada. In 1620 the Mayflower
departed for America carrying the Pilgrim Fathers and
in the 19th century Darwin departed on the second
voyage of HMS Beagle.

explores the River Plym and its landscape. It shows
that, despite its short length, this relatively little
known river occupies a landscape of great beauty,
value and historic interest.
The Plym is the thread running through the landscape
that connects the remote uplands of Dartmoor and
their ancient prehistoric communities to the modern
world city of Plymouth and its busy military and
trading harbour. Its valley was the route though the
undulating hills and moors that people have exploited
from the earliest times, and continues to be the best
way to explore this fascinating and diverse landscape.
Whilst sitting within a rural landscape of moor,
woods, farmland and parklands, remnants of the
toil of generations of miners and industrialists can
be found throughout the valley. Where once horses
carted goods up the river and ferried slate and granite
to the ports, the river valleys are now enjoyed by
kayakers, hikers and cyclists, as well as those seeking
peace and solitude.
The river is also the subject of countless stories and
myths. It has been associated with some of the most
significant events and people in our history and has
been the inspiration to generations of writers and
artists.
The River Plym is truly a river of wonder and delight.

This landscape character and heritage assessment
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In March 2013 Plymouth City Council
(PCC) commissioned LDA Design Consulting LLP
(LDA Design) to produce a Landscape Character and
Heritage Assessment (LCHA) for the Plym Valley. The
purpose of the LCHA is to support a Stage I application
for a Landscape Partnerships Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) bid for the Plym Valley Connections Project.
The Plym Valley provides an exciting opportunity to
connect communities with the area’s rich and varied
heritage in a manner which enhances important
but currently at risk features, whilst also providing
opportunities for exploration, learning, recreation and
relaxation.
The Plym Valley Connections Project will focus upon
the landscape and heritage features that reflect the
unique nature of the valley and provide opportunities
for communities to connect with these key features in
a creative, engaging and inspiring way.
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The LCHA identifies and describes 14 character areas
within a defined study area, each one displaying
distinct characteristics, features and attributes. The
LCHA highlights the diversity of character of the Plym
Valley, encompassing urban conurbations, precipitous
sea cliffs, intimate wooded valleys and remote
moorland. These landscapes are not only scenically
attractive, stimulating and engaging landscapes but
also highly valuable ecological habitats for a diversity
of often rare and protected species.
The LCHA also highlights the rich abundance of
heritage assets within the study area. Remnants
of prehistoric settlement and ritual on Dartmoor,
medieval fortifications of Plymouth Sound and
remnants of workings and infrastructure from the
Industrial Revolution can all be found within the
landscape. Such a rich heritage resource provides a
tangible connection to the past and the opportunity
to engage with important people and events in our
collective history.

The LCHA is more than a traditional assessment and
description of landscape character. Its structure and
content has been tailored to meet the requirements
of the HLF bidding process and highlights those
attributes that make the Plym Valley a special and
valued landscape.
The LCHA considers why the landscape is important
and to whom. It provides a spatial framework for
understanding the area and a gazetteer of the key sites
and features that contribute to this special landscape.
The LCHA will serve as useful tool for the future
management of the Plym Valley making a lasting
difference for heritage, people and communities.

The binding thread to all of these attributes – natural,
cultural and aesthetic – is the Plym River which has
played, and continues to play, an important role in the
lives of local people and visitors to the area.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
In March 2013 PCC commissioned
LDA Design to produce a Landscape Character and
Heritage Assessment for the Plym Valley.
The purpose of the LCHA is to support a Stage I
application for a Landscape Partnerships HLF bid for
the Plym Valley Connections Project, a partnership of
public and third party bodies, based on local authority
boundaries.
In this respect the LCHA goes beyond the traditionally
separate landscape and heritage assessment processes
by bringing the two together and adapting them to
suit the requirements of the HLF bidding process –
both in terms of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 application,
and most importantly in managing the future
demands made of the Plym Valley.
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The LCHA has the following objectives:

to identify and categorise areas of landscape

character within the Plym Valley;


to identify natural assets within the Plym Valley;

to identify built heritage assets

within the Plym Valley;


to identify cultural links within

and between the Plym Valley;


to identify threats and opportunities to assets

of the Plym Valley and the Plym Valley itself;

to help inform the Plym Valley
HLF bid boundary; and

to identify potential projects what could be
implemented to enhance the contribution of
the Plym Valley as a sustainable resource.

The LCHA also seeks to highlight and emphasise
the physical and cognitive connections both within
the Plym Valley and between the Plym Valley and its
wider environs.
The LCHA reflects and conforms with existing Devon
County and District level landscape character work
taken. The boundaries included do not undermine
or conflict with the Devon level work, but attempt to
provide a greater level of descriptive detail.

The LCHA is structured as follows:
Following this introduction Section 4 outlines the
approach taken, the factors that have guided this
approach, the formulation of the LCHA study area and
the process of characterisation.
Section 5 details the methodology used as part of the
LCHA including reference to best practice guidance.
Section 6 provides an overview of the key assessment
themes within the LCHA Study area.
Section 7 details the heritage assets and landscape
character of the LCHA study area, including the Plym
Valley, through the identification of specific landscape
character areas and Section 8 considers the HLF
boundary in light of the findings of the LCHA.
Conclusions are presented in Section 9.
Plans illustrating the LCHA study area are presented
in Figures 1 -14.
A summary of the findings from a workshop with
project partners is presented in Appendix 1. A list
of the main heritage assets within the LCHA study
area is contained within Appendix 2 drawing on
the gazetteer of environmental assets presented
Appendix 3. Appendix 4 provides details of the
National and Devon landscape character assessment
that have informed the LCHA.
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4.0 APPROACH TO THE LCHA
The European Landscape Convention adopts
a definition of landscape that is now being widely used
in many different situations and is adopted in this
LCHA. It is defined as:

“Landscape is an area, as perceived by people, whose
character is the result of the action and interaction of
natural and /or human factors.”
(Council of Europe 2000)
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This definition is reflected in the 2002 Guidance on
Landscape Character Assessment published by the
Countryside Agency (now Natural England) and
Scottish Natural Heritage:

“Landscape is about the relationship between people
and place. It provides the setting for our day-to-day
lives. The term does not mean just special or designated
landscapes and it does not only apply to the countryside.
Landscape can mean a small patch of urban wasteland
as much as a mountain range, and an urban park as
much as an expanse of lowland plain. It results from
the way that different components of our environment
– both natural (the influences of geology, soils, climate,
flora and fauna) and cultural (the historical and
current impact of land use, settlement, enclosure and
other human interventions) – interact together and are
perceived by us. People’s perceptions turn land into the
concept of landscape1.

Landscape character assessment provides a formal
and systematic framework for this process, facilitating
the identification of areas of distinct character, the
mapping of them geographically and the drawing out
of their inherent qualities and characteristics that
make one area different to another. Such an approach
ensures that the objectivity of the assessment remains
robust.
LDA Design has utilised current adopted
methodologies and best practice guidance for LCA. In
addition, the approach has been modified to meet the
requirements of the HLF bid, both in terms of stage
1 requirements and in light of future requirements,
tailoring the outputs of the LCHA to include issues
beyond the scope of a traditional LCA. In considering
landscape character, particular reference is made
within this assessment to identifying characteristics
that are distinctive, rare or special that contribute
significantly to the area’s identity and sense of place.
The LCHA also includes a consideration of the
designated and non-designated heritage assets
within the LCHA Study area. The consideration of
heritage assets was undertaken in accordance with
English Heritage best practice by Dr John Salvatore, a
specialist heritage consultant.

1: Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland (2002) Scottish Natural Heritage and The Countryside Agency, page 2
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5.0 METHODOLOGY
5.1.

GUIDANCE AND SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

The methodology adopted in the LCHA is based on
established best practice guidance, namely The Countryside
Agency (CA) and Scottish Natural Heritage’s (SNH)
Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England
and Scotland (2002). In addition a number of supporting
documents have been used to inform and steer the LCHA
process, including:

The CA and SNH (2002) Topic Paper 3: Landscape

Character Assessment: How Stakeholders Can Help


The CA and SNH (2002) Topic Paper 4: Use

of GIS and other Computer Methods

The approach has also been informed by HLF bid
requirements as set out within Landscape Partnerships
Application Guidance (February 2013)2.
The character areas identified and described in the
LCHA are informed by a review of published character
assessments including National Character Area profiles, the
Devon Landscape Character Assessment (2002), and local
landscape character assessments, such as the South Hams
and South Devon AONB LCA (2007) and Dartmoor National
Park LCA (2010). In addition, Landscape Description Units
(LDUs) provided by Plymouth City Council for the area have
also been taken into consideration.
Other relevant documentation was also consulted including
Plymouth’s Green Infrastructure Delivery Plan (2010)3 and
the Saltram Masterplan (2011)4 and supporting documents.
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The assessment was undertaken in collaboration with
Dr John Salvatore, a heritage specialist. Key references
drawn on by Dr Salvatore related to the historic
environment include:

The National Heritage List for
England, English Heritage

Relevant Historic Environmental Records

Local historical repositories and libraries

Online sources
Field verification of the character areas was
undertaken in March 2013. Stakeholder input was
secured through a workshop in March 2013 and
throughout the assessment process through telephone
consulations and correspondence.

5.2.

STUDY AREA

The study area for the LCHA, defined at an early
stage of the assessment process and refined during
the assessment is based on a number of factors, these
include:

desktop analysis of the extent and location
of character areas identified within existing
landscape character assessments, particularly
those with strong associations to the Plym Valley;

desktop mapping and research, identifying
the topographical context of the Plym Valley,
its historical background; and the nature and
location of natural and heritage assets;

Field survey during March 2013;

the findings and suggestions of a
Partner workshop held on the 13th
March 2013 (refer to Appendix 1);


the Partnership’s initial HLF

boundary from 2011; and


the emerging HLF bid boundary, the

final version of which will be informed
by the findings of the LCHA.

The extents of the Plym Valley LCHA study area is
shown on Figure 1. It includes the full length of the
River Plym from its source at Plym Head to Plymouth
Sound and encompasses areas of the surrounding
landscape, much of which forms its main water
catchment and the urban areas of Plymouth, Plympton
and Plymstock. The Partnership’s initial HLF
boundary was drawn up by the Plym Valley Partners
as an initial starting point for the project in 2011 and
is also shown for information.
Whilst the study area is the main focus of the
assessment, consideration was given to areas
surrounding it to provide a broader contextual
understanding.
An aerial photograph of the LCHA study area is
provided in Figure 2.
The LCHA study area is 209 sq km.
The Plym valley HLF bid boundary will be within
the LCHA study area, informed by the findings of the
LCHA and other considerations by the Partnership.

2: Heritage Lottery Fund (2013) Landscape Partnerships – Grants from £100,000 to £3 million - Application Guidance.
3: Plymouth City Council (2010) Plymouth’s Green Infrastructure Delivery Plan: Positive Planning for the Natural Environment.
4: Plymouth City Council, National Trust and Natural England (2011) Saltram Countryside Park: Masterplan Report.
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6.0 OVERVIEW OF
ASSESSMENT THEMES
6.1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of landscape comprises more than just
the physical and visual aspects of the environment.
Landscape has experienced a number of agents of
change over time to create the landscape that we
experience today. The themes of physical landscape,
natural heritage, cultural heritage and people, access
and places and the connections between them are
considered central to the understanding of landscape
of the Plym Valley. These overarching themes are
explored in more detail in the section below.

6.2.

PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE AND NATURAL
HERITAGE

The physical landform and natural heritage of the
LCHA study area is one of diversity and contrast,
the study area encompassing a range of physical
landforms and variety of semi-natural habitats. The
River Plym traverses through these diverse landscapes
acting as a binding thread within the landscape and
an important ecological corridor for wildlife.
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The physical landscape of the LCHA study area is a
consequence of the underlying geology of the area and
the way that this has been moulded over millennia
by natural forces (Figure 3). In the far north, where
the River Plym rises (approximately 460m AOD), the
felsic rocks of Dartmoor have created an upland moor
landscape between 350m to 500m AOD (Figure 4).
The high silica content of these rocks is the reason for
the large china clay working visible in the east of the
study area (Figure 2) which has altered the natural
landform of the landscape significantly.
To the south of the LCHA study area sandstone and
mudstone of the Upper and Lower Devonian are
predominant, the land falling southward from the
uplands of Dartmoor to the sea. Such an arrangement
has created a strong north to south drainage pattern
with principal rivers such as the River Tamar, Tavy
and Plym draining the uplands of Dartmoor and
cutting into the undulating coastal plain landscape
(Figure 3). Outcrops of limestone, mudstone, and
calcareous mudstone in the south of the LCHA Study
area create local variation and a series of incised
valleys at Derriford and Plympton running east to
west perpendicular to the River Plym and the general
drainage pattern.

The combination of elevated terrain and maritime
climate has created a landscape of saturated peat
bogs, granite tors, and moorland in the north of the
LCHA study area. Much of this area is protected under
European and National ecological designations, being
part of the Dartmoor Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), on
account of the rare wet and dry heathland, bog and
old sessile oak woodlands habitats the area supports
(Figure 5).
The wooded central areas between sea and moor are
also of ecological value with South Dartmoor Woods
in particular designated as a SAC on account of its old
sessile oak woodland habitat. Much of this central
wooded area, namely Cann Wood, is also designated
as a County Wildlife Site (CWS). Saltram Park, further
south on the Plym is also recognised as a CWS.
Areas of the foreshore of Plymouth Sound are noted
for their ecological value being designated as SAC
on account of their intertidal habitats including
sublittoral sandbanks, ria estuaries, inlets and bays
and reefs. Further west of the LCHA study area the
River Tamar and its estuary is also afforded SPA
protection.
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The coastline supports plant species of international
importance including shore dock (Annex II – Habitat
Regulation 2012). This is one of Europe’s most
threatened endemic vascular plants. Outside the UK,
it is restricted to the coastal margins of Normandy
and Brittany in France and Galicia in Spain, where it
is declining and in low numbers. The UK is the world
stronghold for this species.

6.2.2.

CIRL BUNTING © DEVON WILDLIFE TRUST

Figure 6 illustrates the broad habitat types within the
LCHA study area and emphasises the diversity evident
along the course of the Plym River and its catchment.
The study area encompasses heathland, bog, broad
and coniferous woodland as well as coastal foreshore,
estuary and cliffs.
The Devon Wildlife Trust, in their Catchment Action
Plan5, note the following habitats of particular
importance within and surrounding the LCHA study
area:

6.2.1.

COASTAL

Whilst the coastline that lies within and around
the LCHA study area is highly valued for its visitor
and tourist appeal, it also has a rich and varied
biodiversity. The coastline comprises extensive rocky
reefs, of interest for their intertidal plant and animal
communities together with coastal sand, shingle and
steep slopes of sea-cliff grassland and mixed scrub.
The coastline is also noted for the diversity of passage
and wintering birds it supports and for nesting species
associated especially with diverse scrub communities.
Much of the shoreline is backed by low cliffs and
slopes of scrub, dominated by European gorse,
bramble, blackthorn, hawthorn and elder. Breeding
birds associated with the scrub include a national
stronghold for the rare cirl bunting (afforded special
protection under Schedule I of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act (1981), and large populations of
yellowhammer, linnet, stonechat and white throat.
Various islets such as Drakes Island within Plymouth
Sound also enable birds to nest comparatively free
from disturbance. The scarce Dartford warbler
(Schedule I), defends territory and breeds where scrub
conditions are suitable. The scrub is also used as a
staging post by migrant birds, especially warblers.
Black Redstarts also occur along the coastline.
18

MARINE AND ESTUARINE

The Plymouth Sound marine environment is of
international significance and designated as a Special
Area of Conservation (SAC). This marine ecosystem is
strongly influenced by the rivers Plym and Yealm and
their associated catchments (in conjunction with the
more significant influences of the Tamar). However,
the SAC designation excludes the Plym estuary.
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC, has been selected
for its extensive areas of sub-littoral sandbanks, which
consist of a range of sandy sediments within the inlet
and on the open coast. These sediments include tideswept sandy banks in estuarine habitats, sandy muds
north of the Plymouth Breakwater, muddy sands in
Jennycliff Bay in the south of the study area, fine sands
with eelgrass and a rich associated flora and fauna, as
well as tide-swept sandy sediments with associated
hard substrates colonised by distinctive communities
of algae and invertebrates.
Plymouth Sound has a wide variety of intertidal and
subtidal reef biotopes. Of particular importance are
the limestone reefs running along the northern shore
from West Hoe to Batten Bay, which are one of only
two coastal areas in south-west Britain with Devonian
limestone. In the sub-littoral, this steep-sided, wavesheltered reef is dominated by a dense hydroid and
bryozoan turf with anemones and ascidians. A
number of rarely-recorded low shore biotopes also
occur along the shores from Devil’s Point to Batten
Bay, at Wembury, Penlee, Hoo Lake Point, and in the
mouth of the River Yealm beyond the study area. The
sub-littoral is of particular importance for its kelp and
animal dominated habitats. The area off Batten Bay
contains the south-western kelp together with other
uncommon species including the rare sea slug Okenia
elegans and trumpet anemone Aiptasia mutabilis.
Most circa-littoral rocky reefs occur in areas of the
Outer Sound, such as off Wembury, the Mewstone,
Penlee Point and south of the breakwater. In the
approaches to Plymouth Sound, abundant populations
of the slow-growing, long-lived, nationally important
pink sea-fan Eunicella verrucosa occur.

5: Devon Wildlife Trust (2013) River Plym and Yealm Catchment Action Plan: An Ecosystems Approach, Report on behalf of Plymouth City Council

The headlands and estuaries are crucial for the
passage of migrant birds often representing the first
resting and refuelling point en-route to breeding of
over-wintering grounds. Notable species seen on an
annual basis include the osprey. The coast supports
many breeding populations from peregrine through
to razorbill, guillemot and fulmar.

6.2.3.

PARKLAND

The parklands and wood pastures of the Plym are
remnants of historic land uses, some of which date
back to mediaeval times or even further. Their elegant
and grand surroundings, with their associated
country houses, estates and fortifications are a
distinctive element of both the natural and cultural
heritage of the county. Large areas of parkland include
Saltram and Newnham as well as urban parks such as
Victoria Park and Central Park in Plymouth.
The majority of the biodiversity interest in parkland
environments is strongly associated with the trees.
Often mature or veteran, these trees support an array
of wildlife including rare lichens and a diversity of
invertebrate life. Their location within extensively
managed pastures and associated habitats means they
support a wealth of wildlife.
Saltram Park is designated as Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP) habitat on account of its parkland with a
number of veteran trees and meadow pasture.

6.2.4.

URBAN

Plymouth is Devon’s largest urban centre with
a population of approximately 259,000. The city
supports a diverse range of habitats and has
approximately 40% green space within its urban area.
It also supports some unusual, endemic and nationally
scarce species, including the Plymouth pear (a native
fruit tree found only at Tavisock and Plymouth within
the UK) and a wide range of bat species, such as the
nationally rare barbastelle, that make forays into
the city parks and green spaces. Such rarities occur
alongside more widespread habitats and generalist
species.
There are strong populations of species such as swift,
house martin and swallow that rely primarily on the
built environment for nesting. During the winter
urban and coastal areas support unusual species
such as the black redstart. Starling and sparrow
populations are strong in the area but have been
subject to steep declines in recent years.

The city is growing with ambitious and proactive
plans to deliver 32,000 homes and 42,000 jobs by 2026.
Inevitably this growth will lead to the loss of existing
habitats, however with careful strategic planning, site
selection and mitigation works, net biodiversity gain
should be secured. Plymouth City Council is leading
an ambitious green infrastructure programme to
enhance existing, and secure significant new high
quality, green space for people and wildlife6. A wide
range of strategic green infrastructure projects are in
planning or delivery phases.

6.2.5.

WETLANDS AND WATERWAYS

The LCHA study area contains a number of wetlands
and waterway features that arise from rainfall
deposited in the upland areas. Of these, the Plym
is the principal watercourse, short in length and
prone to low flows and flash flood events. Waterways
are characteristic of their location in the drainage
network from wider open estuaries to fast flowing,
narrow channels.
Mire communities including ponds (some temporary),
and pools are also very well represented, especially in
the uplands, but also resulting from mining activities.
Where artisanal and small scale mining activities
have ceased the resulting habitats are some of richest
found in Devon. Smallhanger waste (to the north of
Drakeland Corner) is an excellent example that boasts
the county’s most diverse breeding dragonfly site with
notable populations of small red and scarce bluetailed damselfly, in addition to other notable species
such as fairy shrimp (Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981).
From a botanical perspective these mire communities
are of exceptional importance for their extensive
populations of marsh clubmoss thought to be the
single largest population outside of the New Forest7.
Braided waterways drain these bog pools and mires
and soon develop energy as they cascade over the steep
impermeable granite terrain. These rivers and streams
are highly oxygenated and have low productivity
as a result of low nutrient status. They are ideal
environments to support a very high abundance and
diversity of aquatic invertebrates such as stoneflies
and mayflies which are in turn prey for the numerous
populations of dipper and grey wagtail. These
waterways and their low suspended sediment loads
provide perfect spawning grounds for migratory fish
such as salmon and sea trout.

6: Plymouth City Council (2010) Plymouth’s Green Infrastructure Delivery Plan – Positive Planning for the Natural Environment.
7: Byfield, A. (2011) The South West Dartmoor Downs. British Wildlife Volume 22, Number 3.
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Other areas of open water include the many mica
dams associated with mineral workings. These
have little intrinsic biodiversity value. However,
the many small scale and temporary ditches and
drainage channels within the mineral workings are of
significant value even taking their ephemeral nature
into account.

BLUE GROUND BEETLE © JOHN WALTERS

As the river leaves the steep terrain behind it changes
in character but retains a largely gravel or cobble
substrate. These lower reaches drain large areas of
agricultural and urban land where diffuse pollution
becomes a threat to the ecological and economic status
of the river.
Nonetheless, the Plym supports a number of UK BAP
species including lamprey, Atlantic salmon, brown/
sea trout and otter, with Atlantic salmon also being
a qualifying feature of the Dartmoor SAC. The Plym
River supports a strong salmonid population due in
part to the relatively good water quality. The area has
remained a stronghold for the Eurasian otter with
current population levels deemed to be at the river’s
carrying capacity. Otters not only inhabit the quiet,
relatively undisturbed watercourses of Dartmoor but
are also regularly seen in the most intensively used
urban and industrial areas such as Marsh Mills.
Open water also occurs at the margins of watercourses
and also seasonally flooded hollows and ruts –
especially in the Dartmoor Downs. There is also a
busy network of leats that have their source on the
moor but often flow for many miles. For example, the
Devonport Leat had an original length of 43.5 km (27
miles). These leats are of strategic importance for local
hydrology and are the source of considerable volumes
of water feeding Burrator reservoir, just to the north
of the LCHA study area. These watercourses provide
important habitat for species such as fairy shrimp and
also shoreweed.
There are many ponds and lakes that are managed
for a variety of purposes, which consequently affects
their value as a biodiversity resource. Demand for, and
change of use to, fishing lakes is a widespread and can
have a detrimental effect to wildlife.
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The waterways support an abundance of dipper, grey
wagtail and also kingfisher. The estuaries are some
of the first known breeding locations of the little
egret, a relatively recent arrival to our shores. They
also represent vitally important for over-wintering
grounds for wildfowl such as widgeon and teal,
and also a very large number of passage and overwintering waders.

6.2.6.

HIGH NATURE VALUE FARMLAND

The study area is characterised by a high proportion
of extensively managed farming systems supporting
land identified as High Nature Value (HNV)
farmland8. These are types of farmland that contain
the most valued habitats and wildlife species and can
be found in the central farmlands of the LCHA study
area.

6.2.7.

WOODLANDS

Woodlands within the LCHA study area comprise of
broadleaved and coniferous species. The broadleaved
areas include extensive areas of ancient (in existence
since 1600’s) semi-natural woodland with restricted
pockets of wet woodland. The woodland mosaic
supports a wide range of ground flora, invertebrates,
bird life and mammals. Notable species include silverwashed fritillary, small pearl-bordered fritillary and
purple hairstreak; pied flycatcher, wood warbler and
redstart; dormice and greater and lesser horseshoe bat
and the very scarce barbastelle bat. The woodlands
are probably most noted for their richness of ferns and
the sheer diversity of lichen and bryophyte flora – a
product of the strong maritime climatic influences.
Some of the best examples of upland oak woodlands in
the South West are found at Dendles Wood National
Nature reserve (NNR) and also woodland in National
Trust ownership at Dewerstone Bridge bordering the
river Meavy (a tributary of the Plym).

8: Silcock, P. Pring, J. (2011) High Nature Value Farmland in Rural Development Policy. Report prepared by Cumulus Consultants on behalf of the European
Forum for Nature Conservation and Pastoralism.

The LCHA study area contains nationally important
populations of butterflies, including small pearlbordered fritillary, dark green fritillary, dingy skipper
and grayling. Records show that pearl bordered
fritillary is a recent extinction in the catchment.
Last records are from 2002, its extinction is a result of
under-management of key habitats. Recent sightings
have been reported in the Plym Valley woodlands –
however breeding status needs to be confirmed.
A wide variety of other invertebrates are found within
the area, one of the most notable being the blue
ground beetle (Carabus intricatus). This is the largest
and one of the rarest of the UK’s ground beetles. It
is included in Category 1 (Endangered) of the Red
Data Book and listed as a priority species in the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan. This beetle has always been
considered a rare insect nationally and is currently
known from only nine sites in the UK, five of which
are within Dartmoor National Park (the others are on
the southern edge of Bodmin Moor). This beetle is an
excellent flagship species for woodland conservation
projects – it is flightless and therefore requires
excellent connectivity between woodlands in order
to spread. Previous strongholds in the Plym have been
lost due to the creation of coniferous plantations and
probably as a result of loss of landscape connectivity.

6.2.8.

Polytrichum commune, and herbs such as bottle sedge,
star sedge, and sharp-flowered rush are common.
Within the moorland fringes and onto the high moor
there are important numbers of breeding meadow
pipit, skylark and wheatear – these species have
experienced a significant contraction in abundance
nationally. Cuckoo also have a stronghold in the
moorland fringe; a species that was historically
widespread in lowland England.
Notable birds breeding in the uplands include red
grouse, and whinchat; all species uncommon in
Southern England. There are very important breeding
populations of lapwing within the catchment and also
snipe. Lapwing has been the focus of the Dartmoor
Breeding Waders Project due to the dramatic decline
– this was a common breeding species on Dartmoor
however Natural England has confirmed numbers
have now declined to an estimated six pairs. Breeding
ring ouzel has also been lost from the area. Within
the woodlands lesser spotted woodpecker, hobby and
goshawk have all been recorded.

BLANKET BOG AND UPLAND GRASSLANDS

The upland commons, lying predominantly in
Dartmoor National Park support and functionally
connect to some of the most extensive areas of blanket
bog, mixed valley mire and unimproved acidic
grassland/heathland mosaic in southern Britain.
Several of the communities present are restricted
to South West England. Blanket bog occurs on the
highest ground, characterised by the presence of
abundant bog mosses along with flowering plants
such as common cotton-grass hare’s-tail cotton-grass,
purple moor-grass, cross-leaved heath, heather and
deergrass.

BLANKET BOG © DEVON WILDLIFE TRUST

Many of the slopes are covered with the acidic upland
grassland of a type restricted to South West England
with purple moor-grass, sheep’s fescue, mat-grass and
bristle bent as the dominant species. In many areas
this vegetation forms a mosaic with heather and
bilberry. The granite boulders strewn across much of
the area have rich upland lichen flora, with the large
Lasalia pustulata being particularly conspicuous.
The mires and bog pools occurring in the valley
bottoms are among the finest and least disturbed of
their type in Britain. They are characterised by the bog
mosses Sphagnum palustre, S. pulchrum, S. recurvum and
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6.3.

CULTURAL HERITAGE

Much of the landscape and landscape features found
within the Plym Valley and its surrounds are a
direct result of the interaction between humans and
their environment. Human impact on and use of
the landscape has varied in type and intensity over
the millennia due to the diversity of landscape and
resources available from the source of the Plym down
to the mouth of the river.

A general introduction to the evolution of the
landscape follows. Processes, events and features that
are specific to a particular landscape are discussed in
greater detail, where applicable, in the descriptive text
associated with the relevant landscape character areas.
Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of designated
cultural heritage assets within the LCHA study area.

6.3.1.

THE PALAEOLITHIC PERIOD
(C.500,000 – 8,000 BC)

Palaeolithic culture flourished during the Pleistocene
when glaciations were interspersed with long periods
of more hospitable climate. Britain was still joined
to the continent at this stage enabling populations
to move south during periods of intense cold such
as the last glaciation 25,000 –12,000 years ago and
return northwards to follow the herds as conditions
became more hospitable. It is known that Palaeolithic
communities made forays into the west of Britain
from the discoveries of Palaeolithic hand axes in
Devon.
HUT CIRCLE ON WIGFOR DOWN © DR JOHN SALVATORE

Whilst in some areas traces of the ancient past
have been lost, particularly those that have seen
extensive development, mineral extraction and
intensive land management, the Plym Valley and its
environs displays a remarkable survival of significant
and visible historic assets. Several factors have
contributed to this. For example the creation of the
Dartmoor National Park, the steep wooded nature of
the Plym Valley in Bickleigh Valley and the ownership
regimes of the National Trust and others have all
contributed to the protection of heritage assets and
evidence – from the prehistoric period upto and
including more recent minerals extraction industries
and through to the present day.
Certain events and activities have left more visible
traces than others. For example, the effects of
hundreds of years of Bronze Age settlement and
agriculture have left remnants of organised farming
systems, territorial divisions, funerary and ritual
monuments and even the remains of the settlements
themselves on the upper reaches of the Plym Valley
where once productive agricultural land was
gradually overtaken by moorland – this change
happening probably during the Bronze age itself,
forcing populations to move to lower lying areas.
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9: Pearce, S. (1978) Devon in Prehistory.

Kent’s Cavern in Torbay is a crucial site for our
knowledge of this early phase of human activity
with evidence of tool making dating from around
28,000 years ago9. At Plymouth, the Cattedown Bone
Cave produced the remains of at least 15 individual
hominids of both sexes, including children and
adults, from both of the main levels of cave deposit
in association with the bones of 33 different faunal
species, including cave lion, rhinoceros, wolf and
hyena. The faunal remains have been classified as
being characteristic of the Devensian (last glacial)
period (60,000-10,000BP - i.e. years before present); that
is within the middle to later Upper Palaeolithic era in
Britain, with a closer date of 14,000BP or earlier being
considered more probable for the group as a whole.
The association of the human bones with those of the
animal remains is under consideration.

6.3.2.

THE MESOLITHIC PERIOD
(C.8,000 – 4,000 BC)

At the end of the last Ice Age around 8,500 BC the
climate improved, resulting in a retreat of the glacial
ice sheets that stretched over much of northern
Britain. A rise in sea level at this time resulted in the
separation of Britain from the Continent. Mesolithic
hunters possessed a more complex tool kit than their
Palaeolithic ancestors that included skin boats, fish
hooks and much improved flint tools and microliths.
It is thanks to this that Mesolithic culture flourished
and communities were able to spread out across the
landscape and begin to alter the natural environment
to suit their particular needs. Due to the ephemeral
nature of their temporary dwellings, little evidence for
Mesolithic occupation survives in the archaeological
record.
The recovery of stone tools from the Mesolithic
period around the fringes of Dartmoor attests to the
presence of humans in the area during this transitory
period leading towards the establishment of settled
agricultural communities during the Neolithic.

6.3.3.

THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD
(C. 4000 BC – C. 2000 BC)

The Mesolithic – Neolithic transition saw the gradual
change from hunting and gathering towards settled
agrarian lifestyles, the shift being likely to represent
the adoption of agricultural practices as a result of
trade with the continent rather than colonisation of
Britain by farming communities. In the archaeological
record the Neolithic transition is often identified
by the occurrence of new artefact types such as
querns, sickles, pottery and polished stone axes.
Environmental remains also mirror the change in
food procurement practices, large-scale woodland
clearance and the introduction of domesticated
sheep, cattle and cereals being identified in the
archaeological record.
The earliest detectable evidence in the Plym Valley
from the Neolithic period would appear to be the stone
enclosure at Dewerstone Rock. The function of the
enclosure is uncertain but its deliberate construction
within an otherwise open landscape would clearly
have invested it with great importance for those who
built it. It is likely to represent the earliest known
evidence within the area for the activities of man in a
communal exercise, resulting in a built structure at a
time when farming communities were beginning to
form and settle. Any community present here would
certainly have been aware of the proximity of the
coast and natural harbour to the south.
10: Newman, P. (2011) The Field Archaeology of Dartmoor.
11: Fleming, A. (1998) The Dartmoor Reaves.

Although the precise function of the enclosure at
Dewerstone Rock is uncertain it has analogies with
other Neolithic monuments such as causewayed
camps. It does not appear however to be primarily for
settlement although it was later used for settlement
in the Bronze Age. Rather, it may as Newman has
suggested, been employed in communal activities
such as feasting or seasonal festivals10.

6.3.4.

THE BRONZE AGE
(C. 2000 BC – C. 750 BC)

Metal working technology, along with new types of
flint tool and pottery design, was introduced from
Europe at the start of this period. Cereal crops and
stock rearing remained the mainstays of the economy,
although changes in social organisation were reflected
in the increased number of ceremonial and burial sites
which many archaeologists now see in the context of
ritual landscapes.
By the late 3rd and early 2nd millennium BC the
Bronze Age presence on the upper reaches of the Plym
Valley is indicated by a series of burial monuments
(cairns and barrows) and hut circle settlements, the
remains of which have survived on the undeveloped
south west fringes of Dartmoor between the valleys of
the River Meavy and the Plym and on either side of the
upper reaches of the Plym. By the middle of the 2nd
millennium BC farming communities had developed
to such an extent that much of the landscape became
managed and land boundaries survive well on
Dartmoor. The recognition that some of the long
stone walls (known as reaves) found across Dartmoor
may have had an origin in the Bronze Age came in
relatively recent times following the seminal work of
Andrew Fleming11. Fleming was able to demonstrate
that the reaves formed a major system of field and land
boundaries with smaller field boundaries running at
right angles to the terminal boundary reaves.
The cairns or barrows which survive act as a reminder
of the way society has developed and retains certain
core characteristics, such as a respect for the dead.
Those members of the community who passed away
were afforded burial in stone cairns or barrows which
were intended to mark their resting place and to be
seen by the living. They are thought to represent
a reminder of the continuity of occupation and as
territorial markers. In other parts of Britain barrows
were erected on the skyline for maximum visual effect
and this is repeated here with some of the barrows in
prominent positions in the landscape.
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There are some well-known Bronze Age settlement
remains on Dartmoor including those at Grimspound
and Shaugh Moor (where some full excavation has
taken place in advance of mineral extraction12). Other
not so well-known Bronze Age monuments which
survive on and around the upper reaches of the Plym
testify to early human activity which was having a
considerable impact on the landscape both here, and
beyond. However, the soil in this area deteriorated and
over-grazing may have led to a fall in the population
in the late Bronze Age.
Elsewhere and closer to the mouth of the Plym at
Mount Batten there is artefactual evidence which
illustrates that trade with the Continent was taking
place in the Late Bronze Age (around 900 B.C.). Mount
Batten is set well back in Plymouth Sound with the
well-protected anchorage of the Cattewater in its lee.
Excavation has demonstrated that Mount Batten is
one of only a small number of major prehistoric ports
of trade known from Britain, the only comparable
known site on the south coast being Hengistbury
Head in Hampshire. The high quality of occupation
evidence from Mount Batten, including fine wares,
and bronzes (some of which were produced locally but
copying Mediterranean styles) suggests continental
trade and influence during the Late Bronze Age
perhaps centred on the export of tin which is a
component alloy in the manufacture of bronze.
It is clear that the Plym Valley saw a period of
prosperity in the Bronze Age firstly amongst the
communities inhabiting the upper reaches of the
Plym and subsequently with those involved in trading
around the Mount Batten headland. The effect of
woodland clearance and over grazing together with
a deteriorating climate may have contributed to the
demise of settlement during the late Bronze Age
on Dartmoor and the appearance of peat and heath
moorland.

6.3.5.

There is relatively little evidence for the Iron Age in
the Plym Valley. Boringdon Camp has been identified
as a near circular earthwork hillfort enclosing an
area of about 2ha and it is thought to be Iron Age in
date (c. 4th century BC) whilst at Mount Batten the
presence of Armorican and British coins suggests
Iron Age contact between the local tribal group and
the south English tribal groups of the Durotriges
and the Dobunni and through them to the peoples
of Armorica (Brittany)13. Iron Age remains are
also known from the area of Stamford Hill on the
heights above Mount Batten in Plymouth where an
inhumation cemetery dating to the period just before
the Roman invasion of AD43 was discovered in the
mid-19th century.
The Romano-British period (AD 43 – AD410)
Following the Roman invasion of Britain in AD43
much of England was transformed by the rapid
implementation of a centralised administration based
on towns and villas. Roman army engineers also
built substantial roads with metalled and cambered
surfaces to expedite the movement of soldiers, food,
equipment and materials.
There is little evidence of the villa economy in the far
South West although Roman administration certainly
stretched into Cornwall with the civitas capital of
the region being at Exeter (Isca Dumnoniorum). No
evidence has come to light of conflict between the
indigenous peoples of the South West and the Roman
army although this is not to say that none took
place. The Romans were known to have stormed and
defeated the neighbouring Durotrigian stronghold
at Maiden Castle in Dorset. There are no known
significant Roman remains within the Plym Valley
and emerging evidence only of Roman settlement in
the areas around Plymstock Quarry.

THE IRON AGE PERIOD
(C. 750 BC – AD 43)

Iron working was one of a series of new technologies
introduced to Britain from the continent in the Iron
Age period. Population growth led to competition
for land and the development of a more territorial
society, hillforts and defensive enclosures being clear
manifestations of this in the landscape. Hillforts
themselves are both defensible and symbolic,
occupying as they do strategic and prominent
locations for maximum effect.
BORINGDON HALL CHIMNEY PIECE (DATED 1640)
12: Balaam, N.D., et al ‘The Shaugh Moor Project: Fourth Report – Environment, Context and Conclusion’. Procs. Of the Prehistoric Society 48, 203-278.
24 13: Cunliffe, B. (1988), Mount Batten, Plymouth: A Prehistoric and Roman port. Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, Monograph No. 26.

6.3.6.

THE SAXON PERIOD
(AD410 - AD 1066)

Shortly after the decline of Roman control in Britain,
the Angles, Jutes and Saxons began to invade and
settle in England. Following gradual incursions into
British territories, the battle of Dyrham in 577 ensured
the West Saxons had control over the townships of
Bath, Cirencester and Gloucester, and they pushed
further west into Devon by the late 7th century14.
Perhaps the most notable landscape features to arise
from the Saxon period were churches and monastic
sites that were being founded from the end of the 7th
century. At a time when the majority of buildings
were simple thatched structures, these buildings
would have gained a symbolic resonance and marked
the permanence of the new religious order. Saxon
ministers and monasteries are known to have
been established at numerous locations including
at Plympton which was also significant for its fine
Augustinian priory which became the wealthiest
religious house in Devon and the fourth wealthiest in
England15.

The major settlements which grew up around the
Plym Valley in the early medieval period were those
which were established by the Saxons. These are
mentioned in the Domesday Book, the account of
land holdings produced by the Normans in 1086
twenty years after their conquest of Britain and they
include the manors of Shaugh Prior, Pethill, Bickleigh,
Staddon, Hooe, Woodford, Plympton, Plymstock and
Sutton which was the forerunner of Plymouth16. The
former manors of Eggbuckland and Efford on the west
side of the Plym have been swallowed up by modern
Plymouth. The name Plym, from which the river gets
its name, derives from the Old English ‘Plyme’ which
means ‘plum’17. There is a village in East Devon with
the same prefix (i.e Plymtree = Plumtree).

6.3.7.

THE MEDIEVAL AND EARLY POST-MEDIEVAL
PERIODS (1066 - 1750)

Following the defeat of Harold at Hastings in 1066
William the Conqueror either killed or dispossessed
the majority of English earls and thanes and allocated
confiscated lands to his followers. This was to ensure
the security of this part of the kingdom, and was part
of a wider policy of creating powerful lordships that
could provide money and military support to defend
against uprisings and invaders, and maintain order
over the local population. To achieve this, castles were
built at a number of strategic locations. The early types
were Motte and Bailey castles positioned to control
important routes.
At Plympton (St Maurice) which prospered under the
Normans; a stone-built motte and bailey castle was
erected and access to the sea via an arm of the Plym
estuary saw Plympton become important in the export
of Dartmoor tin which had become a major source of
the metal since at least 1156.

BORINGDON HALL

14: Todd, M. (1987) The South-West to AD1000.
15: Knowles, D. and Hadcock, R. (1971) Medieval Religious Houses in England and Wales.
16: Thorn, C. and F. (1985) Devon Domesday.

The early tin industry on Dartmoor has been written
about extensively by Gerrard18. Tin had been exploited
on Dartmoor since the prehistoric period and
surviving remains are numerous, well-preserved and
diverse, with the two main types of tinwork being
streamworks and mines. The three different forms
of tinwork used to mine lode tin were lode-back pits,
openworks and shafts. Lode-back pits survive as
shallow shafts which were sunk onto the lode outcrop
to extract ore. These pits generally occur in linear
groups following the line of the lode, with associated
spoil dumps. Many tin lodes have been worked at
the surface by digging pits onto the backs or surface
exposures of the lode to remove the mineral that lay
17: Gover, J.E.B. et al., 1931, The Place-Names of Devon.
18 Gerrard, S., 2000, The Early British Tin Industry.
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above the water table. Openworks are also known as
beams and they were formed by opencast quarrying
along the length of the lode. The term openwork
refers to the field evidence for opencast quarrying
of the lode, which produced relatively narrow and
elongated gulleys. Shaft mining is synonymous with
underground extraction, with access to the lode
being through near vertical or horizontal tunnels
known as shafts and adits. Underground workings
are often complex in character, with considerable
layout variations reflecting developing extraction
techniques. Within the vicinity of most mines are
found the remains of prospecting activity. This
generally takes the form of small pits and gulleys.
Some mines have associated surface buildings which
provided a variety of services for the working miners.
The ore quarried from all three forms of mine was
taken for processing to nearby stamping mills. The
mining of tin on Dartmoor was to have a dramatic
effect on the fortunes of Plympton and by extension
those of Plymouth.
Plympton Priory had continued to prosper but fell
victim to the Dissolution of the Monasteries in
1539 whilst earlier (perhaps as early as the late 14th
century) Plympton itself begun to suffer from the
silting-up of the Plym Estuary caused by the copious
amounts of waste flowing down the river resulting
from the tin-streaming methods used to extract the
tin ore from the surrounding material (although
other factors such as climatic changes may have
contributed). This resulted eventually in Plympton no
longer being able to receive sea-going vessels and this
had a major impact on the tidal capacities of the lower
Plym and changed the fortunes of the settlements at
its mouth. Thus, Sutton (the precursor to Plymouth)
was to become a major mercantile and naval port
whilst Plympton regressed to the status of a large
village.
Plymouth grew into a sizable town around the
port of Sutton Harbour from the 14th century and
survived good and bad trading years before achieving
prominence as the home port of the English Fleet
and protected by land defences built by Henry VIII.
The fleet at Plymouth famously engaged the Spanish
Armada in 1588 and it was the home port of Frances
Drake and privateers such as Hawkins who captured
treasures from Spanish ships in the West Indies.
The Elizabethan Age (1558-1603) was Plymouth’s age of
expansion and wealth; large merchants’ houses were
constructed with attached warehouses around Sutton
Harbour. Some of these houses may still be seen in
Southside Street and New St in Plymouth’s Barbican.
26 19: Newman, P. (2011) The Field Archaeology of Dartmoor, 193.

It was Sir Francis Drake as mayor of Plymouth who
commissioned one of the first municipal water
supplies in 1590 bringing water from the River Meavy
near Burrator on Dartmoor into the old city and on to
Sutton harbour, primarily for the supply of the fleet
but also for the townsfolk; this was the Plymouth Leat
(also known as Drake’s Leat).
Following the colonisations of the early 17th century
on the east coast of America, Plymouth became
even more conscious of its overseas trade although
this suffered somewhat during the Civil War when
Plymouth declared for Parliament whilst much of
Devon supported the King. Post-restoration trade
flourished however with tobacco, sugar, coffee and
cotton being those goods coming into Plymouth from
the West Indies and Virginia.
It seems reasonable to believe that the wooded areas
on the west side of the Plym were exploited for timber
for both ship building and beams for houses although
evidence of this is sparse or otherwise lies deep within
the existing written records of the time.
Having lost its maritime trade to Plymouth, Plympton
St Maurice saw a revival in its fortunes with the
wool trade contributing to the prosperity of the town
between the 16th and 18th centuries; so much so that
it was incorporated with a mayor in 1602 and a new
guildhall building in 1696.

6.3.8.

THE POST-MEDIEVAL PERIOD (1750-1945)

Perhaps the major impact on the Plym Valley in the
post-medieval period was the rise of the stone and
clay mining industries with relatively small quarries
and mines being situated with the valley itself (e.g.
Rumpole Quarry, Cann Stone Quarry and Boringdon
Park lead mine). Newman has stated that the remains
of the 18th-20th century mining for metals on
Dartmoor has left “the most varied and widespread
landscape evidence for the period and demonstrate how the
landscape was adapted and exploited to win valuable ores.”19
Significantly, the need to bring the products of
mining, predominantly china clay and stone, to
Sutton Harbour led to the creation of tramways
leading from Dartmoor down valley to Laira and
Plymouth. To the east of the Plym the large estates
of Boringdon and subsequently the major estate of
Saltram grew largely as a result of inherited wealth
supplemented by these various mining ventures.
Cann Quarry appears to start operations around 1671
extracting a high quality blue slatestone; this would
have been carried away by packhorse. The stone was

used for paving and for roofing some of Plymouth’s
buildings and it had an early use in the roofing of
Plympton St Maurice Guildhall in 1696.
A canal was built in 1830 by Earl Morley to transport
the stone from Cann Quarry but it was never fully
successful and it was soon replaced (in 1833) by an
extension of the Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway
(PDR) via Marsh Mills to the east side of the Plym and
thence to the quarry.
Dartmoor granite for building stone had been utilised
since prehistoric times but in the 19th century
it was exploited in a much greater quantity than
previously. This was in step with the massive scale
industrialisation seen elsewhere in Britain at the
time (the ‘Industrial Revolution’). At Princetown
for example the prison there originally designed to
hold French prisoners of war was built in 1806 of
locally quarried granite but the stone did not become
a commercially viable resource until methods could
be found to transport it in large enough quantities
to cities such as London. In 1823 Thomas Tyrwhitt
opened the Plymouth and Dartmoor railway (PDR)
which allowed stone to be transported from the
Foggintor and Walkhampton quarries and other
quarries near Princetown to Crabtree Wharf at the
head of the Laira estuary. Tidal restrictions at Crabtree
Wharf encouraged an extension of the railway to
Sutton Pool which boasted deeper water over a longer
period and by 1825 Dartmoor stone and Cann slate
stone could be transferred from wagon to vessel and
shipped on to any desired destination. This was not
a steam railway; the loaded carts were horse-drawn
and such horse-drawn trains continued to operate
well into the 20th century. The PDR was Devon’s
first iron railroad with a gauge of four and a half feet
(1.4m) with chaired rails bolted to granite sets or
sleepers. Some of London’s most famous buildings
and monuments passed along the Plym Valley in their
constituent parts – the most famous being London
Bridge and Nelson’s column.
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In 1830 ‘china’ clay deposits were discovered on
Dartmoor. China clay, the product of decomposing
granite, was the key ingredient in the manufacture
of porcelain a pottery first developed by the Chinese,
hence the generic term ‘china’ for this pottery.
A Plymouth man, William Cookworthy,developed
the process of china manufacture in England and
produced china at Coxside. Cookworthy lived in Notte
Street in Plymouth and he frequently entertained
Captain Cook when the latter was not sailing the seas
on his voyages of discovery.
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By 1833 china clay was being quarried at Cholwich
Town Works on Lee Moor on the edge of Dartmoor
and in the 1850’s, at the instigation of the 2nd Earl of
Morley (of Saltram), a tramway was constructed to
transport the raw material from the quarries to Laira
Wharf which would have lain close to Laira Bridge.
The china clay extraction has had a major impact
upon the landscape with extensive workings resulting
in large pits – some water-filled – and spoil heaps
extending south-east from Shaugh Moor to Headon
Down.
Another significant impact on the landscape, at least
on the east side of the Plym, was the creation of large
often walled or bounded estates such as Newnham,
Boringdon and Saltram.
Of the major estates in the area Boringdon Hall was
the first. It was an estate of the Parker family from the
late 16th century when John Parker (one of the first of
many John Parkers) married the granddaughter of the
owner Richard Mayhew. The Hall itself has been much
modified whilst Boringdon Park Wood, which was
part of the estate, lies below Cann Woods and to the
east of Plym Bridge.
In 1712 Devon landowner George Parker, who owned
Boringdon, purchased the existing estate of Saltram
which passed to his son John Parker in 1743. John
Parker, after planning to reside first at Boringdon
Hall, began remodelling the house with the financial
assistance of his wife Lady Catherine Poulett. The
nucleus of the present Saltram mansion is a late 16th
or early 17th century courtyard house.
The marriage of John Parker to Catherine Poulett had
brought both wealth and increased social status to the
Parker family as Catherine was the daughter of the 1st
Earl Poulett of the court of Queen Anne. It is suggested
that Catherine advanced the cause of Saltram as the
family home above that of Boringdon.
Between the 1740’s and 1780’s two generations of
Parkers invested substantially in the property, to the
extent that the dominant impression of the landscape
and buildings is primarily of the 18th century.
Saltram has recently been described as “Exceptional
both in its scale and the lavishness of its 18th century interior
decoration, its story is nevertheless that of other Devon
houses writ large: an older house expanded piecemeal, and
with an interior far more sumptuous than the plain exteriors
would lead one to expect.”20

20: Cherry, B. and Pevsner, N. (2002) The Buildings of England: Devon.

28 21: Gill, C. (1997) Plymouth River: A History of the Laira and Cattewater.

Improvements to the house by Robert Adam took
place in the 1760’s for the later John Parker (Lord
Boringdon) who also ‘married well’. His wife Theresa
was the daughter of Lord Grantham and a Goddaughter of the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria.
This brought yet greater social status and wealth;
some of the latter was ploughed into the estate.
Boringdon as an agricultural estate had not been
ignored whilst the works at Saltram were taking place;
some 200 acres of furze between Boringdon and Cann
Quarry was improved to provide wheat fields.
The connection between the Boringdon and Saltram
estates was formalised in a physical expression by the
construction of Boringdon Arch in 1783. The arch, in
the style of a Roman triumphal arch, was designed
by the renowned architect Robert Adam as an ‘eye
catcher’ from the gardens of Saltram House, indeed
it was intended to be viewed from Fanny’s Bower and
from the north window of the dining room of Saltram
House. Those riding from Boringdon Hall to Saltram
could rest at the lodge and take in the reverse view to
Saltram and the Plym Estuary.
In 1783 the Saltram owners put forward a scheme
for the dredging of the Cattewater alongside their
land which bordered the estuary. In a reprise of the
harbour rights dispute between Sutton and Plympton
Priory many centuries previously, the inhabitants of
Plymouth saw this as a threat to the mercantile status
of the port of Plymouth and 310 of them signed a
petition objecting to the scheme.
The 2nd Lord Boringdon (1772-1840), who became the
1st Earl of Morley, was keen to see improvements to
the Saltram and Boringdon estates and new woodland
was created at Saltram and the plantations at Cann
Woods, Boringdon Park Wood may have been created
at the same time. The creation of large estates led to a
more formal and planned landscape than that which
previously existed and this has shaped the appearance
of the land at Saltram and Boringdon to the present
day. The 1st Earl also commissioned various building
projects and appointed local architect James Meadows
Rendel to construct a bridge across the Plym at Laira
in 1822 in order to create a shorter route from Saltram
to Plymouth21. Rendel designed a cast iron bridge
supported by granite pillars; the pillars survive.
Edmund, the 2nd Earl of Morley inherited the
financial difficulties of his father but nevertheless
invested heavily in the Lee Moor Clay Company and
its tramway. He also hatched a scheme for a new
bridge on the Saltram estate and he met with Isambard

Kingdom Brunel to discuss the matter but was
evidently unimpressed with the great engineer.
Brunel was however involved in the construction of
the railways in the Plym Valley connecting Plymouth
to Tavistock (later extended to Launceston) with the
earlier South Devon and Tavistock Railway being
absorbed by the Great Western Railway (GWR) in
1878. Brunel together with his colleague Bampton
carried the railway across the Plym at Cann by means
of a wooden viaduct in 1859.
The brick-built Cann Viaduct of 1905 replaced Brunel
and Bampton’s wooden viaduct and the Ham Green
Viaduct was a granite-built replacement for another
of Brunel’s vanished viaducts22. Further on the former
line passes Shaugh Bridge Platform which was built
for the loading of iron ore from Shaugh Bridge Iron
Mine. From 1907, and before the motor car became
widely available, the station was used by residents of
Plymouth for setting out to walk on Dartmoor. The
line then enters the Leighbeer Tunnel which passes
through a high spur which reaches down to the
confluence of the rivers Meavy and Plym.

6.3.9.

PLYM BRIDGE PLATFORM © CORNWALL CHINA CLAY HISTORY SOCIETY
COLLECTION

POST-WWII-PRESENT

Plymouth, which is an amalgamation in 1914 of three
‘towns’ – Plymouth Borough, Stonehouse and the more
recent Devonport, became a city in 1928. Plympton
St Maurice only became part of Plymouth in 1967
whilst the unitary boundary of Plymouth was created
in 1988; this boundary extends out to include the
residential areas of Roborough to the north, Plympton
to the east and Plymstock to the south and it includes
the entire wooded area of the Plym Valley known as
Bickleigh Vale.
The Dartmoor National Park which includes Plym
Head and the upper reaches of the Plym, was created
in 1951 following the 1949 National Parks and Access
to the Countryside Act. The National Park boundary
includes the upper reaches of the Plym from its
confluence with the River Meavy up to Plym Head.
The historic Saltram House and gardens opened to
the public as a National Trust property in 1957 and
the historic Plym Bridge and surrounding woodlands
around are also owned by the National Trust. A major
cycle route and pathway was created running through
the Plym Valley on the course of the former Great
Western Railway (GWR) as part of the National Cycle
Network Sustrans Route 27.

22: Hemery, E. (1991) Walking the Dartmoor Railroads, 90.

ETCHING OF CANN QUARRY BY THOMAS ALLOM © NATIONAL TRUST

THE RIVER PLYM AND SALTRAM WOOD BY WILLIAM TOMKINS (1771)
© NATIONAL TRUST
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In 2008 part of the former GWR was opened up as
a steam railway between Marsh Mills and Plym
Bridge stations and, staffed by a committed band of
volunteers, continues to operate to this day.
Although residential development has continued both
to the south, north and east of Plymouth, in post-War
years the Plym Valley and its higher reaches within
the Dartmoor National Park have remained largely
untouched by this development and offer a diverse
heritage experience from the prehistoric monuments
in the north of the study area through to the mining
remains, the mineral railways and the extant Saltram
House and its estate in the south.

6.4.

PEOPLE, ACCESS AND PLACES

The LCHA study area contains several urban areas, the
most notable being the City of Plymouth in the south.
Plymouth is a historic maritime city, with a long
and illustrious association to the sea and England’s
identity as an island nation. It is unsurprising
therefore that the area is connected to a number of
history’s monumental events and most well-known
figures, such as Sir Francis Drake, The Pilgrim Fathers,
Nelson, Napoleon, Isambard Kingdom Brunel and
Robert Adam to name but a few.
Settlements such as Plympton and Plymstock are
also present within the LCHA study area. These form
outlying settlements adjacent to Plymouth in the
south of the LCHA study area. Plympton is an ancient
stannary town and was once rival to Plymouth as a
port until the silting of the River Plym estuary meant
that water borne trade could no longer access this far
up the river.
Yelverton is a large village in the north of the LCHA
study area. The village nestles within the folds of the
River Meavy and contains a number of listed buildings
of local vernacular.
Figure 12 illustrates the Index of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD) of the area. The Figure demonstrates that whilst
there are large areas of low deprivation within the
wider LCHA study area, clusters of high deprivation
are also present, namely within the City of Plymouth.
It is interesting to note the location of the River Plym
in this pattern, in that it forms the divide between
areas of high deprivation in the east of the City of
Plymouth and areas of low deprivation further east,
representing a distinct physical boundary.
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The main transport routes include the A38 which runs
east to west in the south part of the LCHA study area
and the A338 that runs parallel to the west of the River
Plym from Plymouth to Yelverton.
Large areas of open access land are present in the
north of the LCHA study area (Figure 8). The South
West Coast Path, a national trail running for a total
of 630 miles from Minehead to Poole harbour, crosses
Plymouth Sound in the south of the LCHA study
area. Regional trails include West Devon Way, which
follows the Plym Valley, the Tamar Valley Discovery
Trail, and Erme Plym Trail in the south.

The Coastal Communities programme awarded to
Plymouth City Council will see the development of
cycle infrastructure along the foreshore and linking in
with other long distance strategic cycle routes.
National Trust sites with open access include
Plymbridge Woods and Goodameavy within the Plym
Valley and Trowlesworthy Warren and Hentor and
Willings Wall Warren in Dartmoor to the north.

WEST DEVON WAY REGIONAL TRAIL

The area also benefits from an abundance of Public
Rights of Way (PRoW) (Figure 8). The principal route
through the LCHA study area is the West Devon
Way which runs northward along the Plym Valley
from the South West Coast Path through Yelverton to
Oakhampton to the north. The majority of the route
is well surfaced and the stage between Bickleigh and
Marsh Mills is suitable for wheelchair users.
The local PRoW network plays an important role in
linking main trails to the wider countryside. These
often overlooked footpaths and bridleways are a
valuable resource, facilitating access from urban areas
to adjacent countryside without the need for the use
of the motor car. Analysis indicates there is a dense
network of rights of way in the north, but less so in
the south. There also appears to be a strong linear
orientation of routes north to south along the Plym
Valley but not so much across it east to west.

There are a number of public car parks throughout
the LCHA Study area although there is an uneven
spread in their distribution. Areas of Dartmoor have
numerous laybys and unsurfaced car parks although
there is considerable pressure on these. Car parking
next to the river is concentrated in a few honeypot
sites such as Cadover Bridge, Dewerstone Bridge and
Plym Bridge.
The area has a deep and rich cultural context. For
example Plympton Priory is listed in the doomsday
book of 1086 and ancient sites and finds indicate
the presence of prehistoric human settlements on
Dartmoor. The combination of history and extreme
environment is a backdrop to rich local folklore
and there are numerous tales, myths and legend,
merging both fact and fiction, associated with the
area. Many local features also take their name from
long lost archaic language and stories. An example
is Dewerstone Rocks being part derived from ‘Old
Dewer’ a colloquial term for the Devil.

By contrast, the Sustrans National Cycle Network
runs east to west along from Plymouth to Ivybridge.
National Cycle Route 27 runs from Plymouth
northward to Yelverton along the course of the West
Devon Way within the Plym Valley. Yelverton is a
recognised as a ‘cycle hub’ by West Devon District
Council.
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One local tale, first recorded in Risdon’s Survey of
Devon completed in 1632, is that of Chile’s Tomb, a
granite cross on Dartmoor thought to represent the
resting place of a wealthy hunter, Childe, who became
lost in a snow storm and supposedly died there despite
disembowelling his horse and climbing into its body
for protection. The legend relates that Childe left a
note of saying that whoever found and buried his body
would inherit his lands at Plymstock. His body was
found by the monks of Tavistock Abbey, who started to
carry it back. However, they heard of a plot to ambush
them by the people of Plymstock, at a bridge over the
River Tavy. They took a detour and built a new bridge
over the river, just outside of Tavistock. They were
successful in burying the body in the grounds of the
Abbey and inherited the Plymstock estate.
The City of Plymouth has been the location for many
seminal events in England’s history; from the place
where Sir Francis Drake first heard of the imminent
arrival of the Spanish Armada on Plymouth Ho in

1588 to the departure point of the Pilgrim Fathers
in 1620. Drake’s Leat was constructed by Sir Francis
Drake to bring fresh water to Plymouth. It was one
of the first municipal water supplies constructed in
England after the departure of the Romans. The leat
opened on April 24th 1591, and there is a legend that
Drake rode ahead of the water on a fine white horse all
the way into Plymouth.
The novelist Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was a practicing
GP in Plymouth and used the arcane and wild
backdrop of Dartmoor as the setting for one of his
most famous Sherlock Holmes mysteries the Hound of
the Baskervilles.
The work of the architect John Adam can be seen in
the Georgian facades of Saltram House and the artists
William Tomkins and John Hutchins Rogers painted
several pictures of the grounds and wider Plym area.

SALTRAM FROM THE SOUTH WEST BY JOHN HUTCHINS ROGERS (1813) © NATIONAL TRUST
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6.5.

DRIVERS FOR CHANGE

The Plym Valley has evolved over thousands of years
as a result of the effects of changing environmental
and climatic conditions and human intervention and
endeavour. However, perhaps the most influential
force for change has been the changing nature of
human habitation of the valley, crafting the landscape
as we see it today.
The Plym Valley will always be subject to external
forces that both threaten those characteristics that are
most valued and present opportunities to conserve
and enhance them. The context of climate change,
accommodation of growth (including residential,
retail and industrial), mineral demands, water
supply demands, diffuse pollution runoff, habitat
fragmentation, changing land management practices,
aging population with more leisure time, increasing
outdoor leisure interest and encouragement of cooperative multilateral working across public, private
and third sector bodies presents a challenging yet
unique opportunities for the Plym Valley.

The opportunities and threats analysis of the LCHA
seeks to identify opportunities and threats to the
landscape and heritage assets of the Plym Valley and
link them to the project themes by identifying priority
action areas that would be addressed if HLF funding is
granted.
Thus, the HLF Landscape Partnerships bid represents a
proactive commitment by the Plym Valley Partnership
to manage sustainably the resources of the Plym
Valley for future generations to enjoy.
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7.0 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREAS
The Plym Valley LCHA study area covers
an area of approximately 209 sq km. The study
area is defined roughly by the extent of its main
water catchment and extends from the uplands of
Dartmoor to Plymouth Sound (Figure 1). The LCHA
Study area includes a number of statutorily landscape
designations, including Dartmoor National Park
and the Tamar valley and South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). These landscapes
are recognised amongst other things for their natural
beauty and scenic qualities (Figure 9). Beyond the
study are to the south, the South Devon Heritage coast
is a non-statutory designation that also recognises the
scenic qualities of landscape.
Many features associated with this cherished but not
widely appreciated landscape evoke strong images
and associations, particularly the deep water harbour
at Plymouth, historic parkland at Saltram, secluded
wooded valleys and open windswept moorland
of Dartmoor. These distinct and vivid landscapes
are punctuated by well known features and visitor
destinations such as Dewerstone Rock Plym
Bridge, Cann Woods and Cadover Bridge. The built
environment is also very evocative – the charm of
the many picturesque hamlets and villages, churches
and field patterns adding much to the rich and varied
character of the study area and providing tangible
links to the past.
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Landscape elements and buildings combine to create
a strong perception of harmony throughout the
area, made even more vivid by the common thread
of the River Plym and its tributaries – binding and
connecting communities, landscapes and stories
together.
Despite this unifying pattern of common elements,
a great variety of landscapes can be observed,
each displaying distinctive patterns of landform,
vegetation, and land use.The Plym Valley LCHA has
identified 7 landscape character types comprising 14
landscape character areas within the LCHA study area.
It provides a description of the landscape of the Plym
catchment and recognises that all landscapes matter,
not just those that are afforded designated stauts, are
well known or evoke strong images. The assessment
acknowledges that each landscape character area
has a distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern
of elements that makes it different from another.
Character makes each part of the landscape distinct
and gives each its particular sense of place, regardless
of perceptions of quality or value.
The LCHA uses as a framework Natural England’s
National Landscape Character Areas and Devon
Landscape Character Assessment (Appendix 4). In
addition, the South Hams, South Devon and Dartmoor
National Park landscape character assessments
have also been used to inform this study. Reference
has also been made to other published landscape
character assessments within the study area including
Landscape Description Units (LDUs) provided by
PCC. Reference is also made to desk top research of

documents and data sets, stakeholder consultation
(Appendix 1) and field survey to refine boundaries and
inform the descriptions.
Following this introduction, each of the landscape
character areas is described. The key characteristics
are summarised followed by a review of landscape
character, and the physical and human influences
that have shaped the landscape and contributed
to character. Comment is made in relation to the
condition of the character area and the opportunities
and threats it may face in future. Finally a
consideration of the landscape character area in light
of the HLF bid boundary is made along with possible
projects or initiatives that could be put forward within
the character area as part of the HLF bid.
The boundaries of the landscape character areas have
been mapped to 1:25,000 scale and have been verified
and refined in the field. Reference to 1:25,000 scale
maps was made as an integral part of the desk and
field studies to provide a more informed and detailed
analysis of mapped features, in particular the pattern
of field sizes and types in particular. The boundary
lines are primarily defined by distinguishable physical
features on the ground such as roads, railways, tracks
and footpaths and field boundaries. Boundaries may
also follow contours where these correlate with a
well-defined landform, mark a change in slope profile
or a general height above Ordnance Datum (OD), or
correlate with a change in the underlying geology
where this has a significant surface expression.

Changes in landscape character rarely follow clearly
defined lines on the ground, and as a consequence
many of the boundaries may be considered as
transitional. This is particularly evident in the
transition between the Plym Head Upland Moorland
and Upland Fringe character areas, where the treeless
moorland of Dartmoor changes to scrub vegetated
moorland slopes. While the boundary of some
character areas are more clearly defined, such as
between Urban and Bickleigh Wooded Valley, even
this distinctive morphological unit still demonstrates
transitional characteristics where fringe areas of the
valley extend into areas of built form.
This section describes landscape character areas
within the LCHA Study area. It also provides a
consideration of the opportunities and threats
to the landscape and the challenges and changes
the landscape may face in the future. Finally, a
consideration of the landcape character its historic
attributes in relation to the HLF bid boundary. Priority
Action Areas that could be realised through HLF
funding are suggested, informed by PCC and the
stakeholder workshop. The extent and location of
landscape character areas is illustrated within Figure
13.
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1. COASTAL AND TIDAL WATERS LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

1A PLYMOUTH SOUND
Key Characteristics

Seascape of Plymouth Sound.

Open expansive views.

Fortifications along foreshore.

A dynamic character influenced by the changing

of weather and passage of shipping.

Heritage Context
Plymouth Sound is the expanse of water which
extends from the mouth of the Tavy across to Mount
Batten and Staddon Point and provides the sea-going
approaches to the harbour and shelter of Sutton Pool,
the naval dockyard and the Cattewater.
Plymouth grew into a sizable town around the port
of Sutton Harbour from the 14th century onwards
following the silting up of the Laira Estuary when
Plympton no longer became navigable to sea-going
vessels. Sutton (Plymouth) survived good and bad
trading years with the Mediterranean countries before
achieving prominence as the home port of the English
Fleet which was protected by land defences built by
Henry VIII to overlook the Sound. The discoveries
in the West Indies and the later colonies establshed
in North America led to a thriving trade through
Plymouth in the Elizabethan Age and the centuries
which followed. The natural qualities of The Sound
were enhanced artificially by the construction of the
Plymouth Breakwater across its mouth in the 19th
century; this had the effect of reducing the wave action
further inshore.
Drake’s Island controls the entrances to Plymouth
Sound, the River Tamar and the Cattewater and, in
consequence, was of great strategic importance in the
defence of the City of Plymouth and its naval base. The
island has a long history of military use dating back to
at least the 16th century when it acted as a major link
in the coastal defences during the period leading up to
and immediately following the Spanish Armada. The
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Island played a vital role in the siege of Plymouth in
the Civil War and from the early 18th century to the
abandonment of the coastal defence system in 1958 the
island’s sole role was in safeguarding the approaches to
Plymouth.
The Plymouth Breakwater was constructed during the
first half of the 19th century and only completed in
1841. The fort, completed in 1862 is located behind the
Breakwater and is a Scheduled Monument.
Historic Environment Comment

Drake’s Island, although not associated directly

with the River Plym, is highly significant both
from its historic associations with the defence
of Plymouth and in terms of its high visibility
from viewpoints all around The Sound.

The Breakwater and Breakwater Fort are
highly visible monuments when viewed
from Plymouth or further inshore.

Leaving no physical remains, but of interest
nonetheless, was the presence within
Plymouth Sound on board HMS Bellerophon
of the defeated Emperor Napole on in
1815 on his way to exile in St Helena.

Landscape Character
The Plymouth Sound character area is located in the
far south of the LCHA Study area. It begins at the
mouth of the River Plym at Mount Batten and includes
the area of open water of Plymouth Sound from the
foreshore to Plymouth Breakwater.
The dominance of water gives rise to an open and
expansive character, with long uninterrupted views
out to sea. Drakes Island, Plymouth Breakwater and
fortifications along the foreshore create landmarks
within this character area, adding to the visual
interest and providing historical context. The Sound
has been witness to a number of seminal events in
history, physical remnants of which are still visible
today. This is a dynamic area with the movement of
the tides, shipping and changing weather conditions
creating a vivid landscape that both stimulates and
engages.
This character area is of outstanding ecological value,
attested by its designation as the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and
includes notable habitats such as sandbanks, estuaries,
shallow inlets and bays and reefs. Such habitats
support a diverse and rich fauna and flora, recognised
as being internationally rare, including species such
as the Allis shad fish (Alosa alosa), shore dock (Rumex
rupestris) and numerous bird species including egret,
widgeon, teal, black redstart, linnet, stonechat and
white throat.

Opportunities and Threats

High ecological value.

Continued growth of Plymouth.

Industrial and port development.

Water quality and habitat degradation from

diffuse pollution sources and run-off.


Climate change and sea level rise.

Priority Action Areas

Investigate the impact of recreational
activities and identify management tools.

Designated ecological sites not meeting potential.

Maintenance of water quality
of bathing waters sites.
HLF Boundary Considerations

Relationship to Plym Valley.

Exclusion of urban areas

MOUNT BATTEN FORTIFICATION
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1. COASTAL AND TIDAL WATERS LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

1B LOWER PLYM (CATTEWATER)
Key Characteristics

Large scale docks, industry and

associated infrastructure.


Contemporary waterside development.

Remnants of historic built form.

Active port with abundance of

yachts and moored boats.

Heritage Context
The lower reaches of the River Plym below Laira
Bridge and to Mount Batten Point where the river
discharges into Plymouth Sound is generally referred
to as the Cattewater. The foreshore on both sides of
the Cattewater has been utilised extensively since
post-medieval times for shipbuilding and wharfage
with Turnchapel on the east side being known as
Turnchapel Dockyard by 1859.
Following tidal restrictions at Crabtree Wharf
further up the Plym, an extension of the Plymouth
and Dartmoor Railway (PDR) was made through
Cattedown on the west side of the Cattewater to Sutton
Pool (which boasted deeper water). By 1825 Dartmoor
stone and Cann slate stone from the Plym Valley could
be transferred from wagon to vessel and shipped on to
any desired destination.
The mouth of the Cattewater is protected by the Mount
Batten breakwater of 1878.
The eponymous Cattewater wreck is a protected wreck
believed to be that of an armed merchantman vessel
of the early 16th century which sank in the Cattewater
channel. The Cattewater ship belongs to a period of
developing ship design bordering the revolution in
naval construction taking place around 1480-1525. It
was the first ever wreck to achieve protected status by
English Heritage and is marked with buoys.
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Historic Environment Comment

The Cattewater Wreck is a little known wreck

but one which dates to around the same time
as the famous Mary Rose at Portsmouth.
It is under a continuing programme of
investigation by The University of Plymouth.

Landscape Character
The Lower Plym (Cattewater) character area is
situated at the mouth of the river where it flows into
Plymouth Sound, sandwiched between the City of
Plymouth to the west and Plymstock to the east. It
is an industrial part of the river, with large scale
infrastructure preponderant. Other built form, such as
the National Aquarium and contemporary waterfront
developments are also present, and the abundance of
boats and moorings adds to the strong nautical flavour
and sense of movement, industry and adventure.
Within the contemporary fabric some of the historic
built form remains, namely around the Oreston,
where the pastel coloured cottages stand out from the
surrounding industrial works, providing a link to the
area’s heritage as port town.
Such a composition creates a vibrant and industrious
character, the juxtaposition of historical fortification,
shipping industry and waterside apartments adding
to the diversity and representative of the strong
relationship of the Plym to the coastal and maritime
environment and its connections internationally.

This area of the river is predominantly tidal estuary
and the shallow waters and sandbanks provide habitat
for a variety of sea grasses, kelp and anemones and fish
as well as intertidal foraging flats for wading birds.
Opportunities and Threats

Pressure of future growth of Plymouth.

Adjacent infrastructure and shipping industry.

Coastal communities programme.

Water quality and biodiversity degradation

from diffuse pollution run off.


Water abstraction and sewerage pressures.

Climate change and sea level rise.

Priority Action Areas

Managing growth and pressures of infrastructure.

Water abstraction and sewerage pressures.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Exclusion of urban areas.
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1. COASTAL AND TIDAL WATERS LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

1C LOWER PLYM (LAIRA)
Key Characteristics

Wide floodplain less constrained by

topography than upstream, with areas of
scrub, grassed banks and marsh ubject to
seasonal flooding.

Strong urban influences to the west in the form of industrial
units, transport infrastructure and warehousing.

Transitional hinterland area between
City and wider countryside.

Heritage Context

Historic Environment Comment

The lower reaches of the River Plym from Crabtree
(where the modern A38 crosses the Plym) to Laira
Bridge is often referred to as the Laira Estuary. The
word Laira possibly derives from Celtic and has the
meaning low ebb or shallow23.


To the west of the estuary but overlooking it are

The estuary was tidal and navigable for the sea-going
vessels of their time up until the medieval period
when Plympton St Maurice could be reached by
these means. The extent of the silting of the river
is demonstrated from archaeological evidence of a
sea-wall (quay) close to the present day remains of
Plympton Priory, now far inland.
The east bank of the Laira Estuary below the modern
A38 as far as Laira Bridge has remained largely
undeveloped as much of it borders the Saltram Estate
(see Character Area 3A). Both the Plymouth Dartmoor
Railway (PDR) and the Lee Moor Tramway of the early
19th century utilised the PDR tramway line which
then ran south-west parallel with the present day
Embankment Road to its terminus first at Laira Wharf
and a little later at Sutton Pool – no remains of this
section survive.
The bridge abutments for Rendel’s bridge across the
Plym at Laira built in 1822 may still be seen alongside
the ‘new’ Laira Bridge constructed in 1961.

40 23: Gover, J.E.B. et al. (1931) The Place-Names of Devon.

the Palmerston forts of Laira Battery, Laira Fort
and Efford Fort. These were the easternmost
land forts of the land chain of forts erected after
1860 to defend the Plymouth dockyard against a
landward invasion by the French. All of these forts
are Scheduled Monuments, those noted above lie
within the urban Character Area of Plymouth (7A).

Landscape Character
Character Area 1C Lower Plym (Laira) lies adjacent
to the north of Cattewater character area of the Plym,
extending northwards from the Laira Bridge to the
A38. This area of the river is less constrained by
surrounding topography and urban form creating a
wider floodplain with a greater sense of openness. To
the east, the wooded parklands of Saltram contribute
to the sense of openness. However, to the west features
such as the railway goods yard and sidings, industrial
units and A374 continue to exert an urban influence on
the character area, emphasising the proximity of the
City.

The density of moored boats is substantially less
than that found in the Cattewater character area.
Consequently, this character area has the feel of the
hinterland of the City, representing the transition
between urban conurbation and countryside further
east. The presence of grassed banks, scrubland and
flood marshes adds further to the sense of transition
and the notion of a green ‘finger’ of countryside
extending into the urban form.
The Coastal Communities programme awarded to
PCC will see the development of cycle infrastructure
along the foreshore and linking in with other long
distance strategic cycle routes.
The tidal estuary creates shallow waters, sandbanks
and marshland, all of important ecological value.
These environments support grasses, anemone, worms
and fish including sea trout and salmon and provide
foraging habitat for wading birds.

Opportunities and Threats

High ecological value.

Future growth of Plymouth.

Coastal communities programme.

Water quality and biodiversity degradation.

Waste and landfill site at the Ride.

Climate change, sea level rise and coastal squeeze.

Former china clay workings north of Plympton.

Increasing visitor numbers to Saltram Park.

Priority Action Areas

Accommodating growth.

New Marsh Mills Gateway and

access enhancements.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Exclusion of urban areas.

Inclusion of former china clay

workings and restored tip areas.
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2. OPEN COASTAL PLATEAU AND CLIFFS
LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE
2A STADDON HEIGHTS OPEN COASTAL PLATEAU
AND CLIFFS
Key Characteristics

Precipitous coastal cliffs and plateau.

Historic fortifications along cliff front.

Grazing land and pastures further inland.

Heritage Context
Excavation has demonstrated that Mount Batten at the
northern tip of the character area is one of only a small
number of major prehistoric ports of trade known
from Britain where early trade with the Continent is
attested. The excavations of the 1980’s have suggested
the presence of a high status community with wide
trading links which existed from the Bronze Age into
the late Iron Age and which survived as a community
into the Roman period at least until the end of the 1st
century AD.
Staddon Heights and Mount Batten overlook the port
of Plymouth and featured highly in Royalist attempts
to capture the City after it declared for Parliament
in 1642. Following the Cromwellian victory the
surviving 17th century artillery tower of three
storeys was built on the headland at Mount Batten
perhaps between 1645-60 as part of the defences of
Plymouth Sound and is named after Captain Batten,
the Parliamentarian naval commander at Plymouth
during the Civil War. It is a circular tower 9.1m high,
14m in diameter, and its walls are approximately 1m
thick. It has a castellated parapet with embrasures for
ten guns.

42 24: Cunliffe, B. (1988) Mount Batten Plymouth: A prehistoric and Roman port.

There are a number of Palmerston Forts and WWII
emplacements on Staddon Heights. The Palmerston
Forts form part of the eastern shore batteries defending
Plymouth and the Royal Dockyard from the potential
threat of French invasion in the years around 1860.
With the exception of Staddon Heights Fort, which
remained with the MoD, all the forts are scheduled
and all are in private ownership.
Also on the Mount Batten headland are surviving
flying boat hangers from WW1.
A Breakwater at Mount Batten projecting from the tip
of the headland to protect the harbour at Cattewater
was built in 1878.
Historic Environment Comment

Mount Batten has been identified as

a site of international significance
for its prehistoric remains24.

The surviving Parliamentary artillery tower on
Mount Batten headland is opened to the public on
Heritage Open days only. It could be a more widely
appreciated resource were it possible to open it
to the public on a greater number of occasions.

Landscape Character

Opportunities and Threats

Coastal areas in the south of the LCHA Study area are
classified with landscape character area 2A Staddon
Heights Open Coastal Plateau and Cliffs. The character
area can be identified by the steep coastal cliffs, rough
grazing and coastal plateau beyond the immediate
foreshore. The character areas importance historically
in the defence of Plymouth from invasion is manifest
by the numerous fortifications perched along the cliff
front.


Abundance of heritage assets,

The precipitous cliffs are dramatic and visual
impressive, their size and scale further enhanced
by the crashing of waves against them. Within
the character area there is a relict field pattern of
downland along with scrub and gorse on steeper
inclines. Settlement is generally isolated, comprising
of hilltop farmsteads and individual dwellings.
Extensive views are possible out to sea although those
northward inland are more truncated by undulating
topography and woodland blocks. The South West
Coastal path is a National Trail and forms the
principal right of way in the character area, following
the edge of the cliff top.

particularly remnant fortifications.


Upkeep of historic assets, particularly

those in private ownership.


Increasing visitor pressures.

Scrub encroachment and conversely increasing

agricultural pressures on unfarmed land.

Priority Action Areas

Maintenance of land management practices to

maintain scrubby, coastal cliffs ecological habitats.


Engagement of private owners

of historic fortifications.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Connection to Plym Valley.

Inclusion of headlands to mouth of the River Plym.

Inclusion of historic fortifications.

Coastal areas of wind and spray battered scrub provide
excellent, relatively undisturbed habitat for nesting
birds including the rare Dartford warbler and Black
redstart as well as species such as peregrine, razorbill,
guillemot and fulmar.
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3. LOWLAND PLAIN LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

3A SALTRAM PARK AND BILLINGTON LOWLAND PLAIN
Key Characteristics

Rolling parkland and with mature trees

surrounding Saltram House.


Rolling countryside further east between

Plympton and Plymstock bounded by a network
of mature vegetative boundaries and trees.

Audible influence of the A38 although the road itself is set within
a cutting in the landform and not overly visually intrusive.

Heritage Context

Historic Environment Comment

Saltram House is a Grade I listed large country house
with associated listed buildings including its stables.
The core of the 16th and 17th century house remains
but the predominant character of the house is the
result of a phased remodelling in the 18th century,
much of this work designed by Robert Adam (1768-72
and 1779-82) and carried out on behalf of the Parker
family who were formerly at Boringdon Hall which
lies to the north of Saltram (in Character Area 4B).
There are a number of other listed buildings within
the grounds including stables, lodges and mock
classical temples whilst a large part of the estate is
designated as a Grade II* Park and Garden. There are at
least two phases of 18th century garden landscaping
and garden buildings overlying and obscuring an
earlier landscape dating from the medieval and postmedieval periods.


The designated and protected Saltram House, its

A little known but significant building lies within the
LCHA study area. It is the last surviving and standing
early 19th century telegraph shutter station on the
line between Admiralty House and Mount Wise at
Plymouth, the final receiving station for messages
from London. The chain of telegraph houses from
London to Portsmouth was extended in 1805-06. As
befits its origin the house is called Telegraph Cottage;
it is Grade II Listed and is privately owned; nothing of
the roof-mounted shutter system survives. The cottage
is sited high on Hardwick Hill in Plympton.
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associated buildings and its designated park and
garden together form a highly significant historic,
leisure and educational resource for local residents
and those beyond including overseas tourists.

Landscape Character
The grounds and parklands of Saltram Park are
classified as landscape character area 3A Saltram Park
and Billington Lowland Plain. This character area
can be identified by the mature rolling, parkland of
the Saltram Estate with Saltram House at its centre.
The House itself is Grade I listed, the majority of its
current form representing the work of Robert Adam
who designed extensions to the house in the late
1760’s. Saltram’s cultural connections are further
enhanced by its association with the artist William
Tomkins (1732 – 1792) a notable landscape painter of
the time who used Saltram as inspiration for several of
his pictures, including ‘The Amphitheatre at Saltram’
(1770), ‘The River Plym and Saltram Wood’ (1771) and
‘Mount Edgecumbe and Plymouth Sound Seen From
Saltram’ (1770/71).
The parkland and house are owned by the National
Trust and are clearly well used by a variety of visitors
to both the house and grounds. Interestingly the
aspect of the house is eastward away from the River
across the surrounding parkland and the dense
vegetation along the waterfront means that views
of the river itself from the park are limited to the
boundary walk around the park’s perimeter. However,
views of the river from the parkland may have been
more open in the past.

Saltram is a high quality asset within the Plym
Valley. Its historical value, cultural connections
and expansive parkland greenspace, close and
easily accessible from Plymouth, allow it to make a
significant positive contribution to the Plym Valley
and its enjoyment. It, along with Coypool and Marsh
Mills, act as an important gateway to the Plym Valley.
It is also of important ecological value, attested by its
designation as BAP habitat, principally owing to the
mature parkland with and abundance of veteran trees
providing habitat for a number of rare bat species and
variety of invertebrates.
Included within this character area is the landfill
to the south of the parkland which rises in a series
of small hills adjacent to the river and former china
clay workings that lie to the north of the A379. These,
despite their size, are relatively inconspicuous within
the landscape. The landform rolls eastward away
from the river in the form of rural countryside. This
landscape is similar to that of the Saltram Parkland in
that is comprises a rolling valley of small to medium
irregular fields bounded by mature hedgerows and
tree belts, comprising a mixture of pastoral, arable
and orchards and also glasshouses. Orchards, pastoral
and arable fields, bounded by mature hedgerows are
important ecological features within this landscape.
The Saltram Countryside Park Masterplan25 and
Delivery Plan26 has been adopted by PCC as part of
their Green Infrastructure (GI) strategy and provides
detailed guidance for the management of the park and
its aspirations to become a designated countryside
park.

25: Plymouth City Council (2011) Saltram Countryside Masterplan Report, PCC
26: Plymouth City Council (2011) Saltram Countryside Park Delivery Plan, PCC

Opportunities and Threats

Sherford strategic urban extension.

Plymstock quarry urban extension.

Stag Lodge/Sherford access links.

Enhancement of Blackson Meadow birdhide.

Restoration of waste and landfill site at the Ride.

Leaching and diffuse run off from surrounding

urban, landfill and agriculture catchments.


Restoration of former china clay

workings north of Plymstock.


Increasing visitor numbers to Saltram Park.

Priority Action Areas

Implementation of Saltram Masterplan

(protecting heritage assets and key views).


Restoration of Saltram Amphitheatre.

Creation of Sherford Community Park.

Hardwick Woods canopy walkway

and access improvements.


Hedgerow creation and restoration.

Enhancement of features for bats.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Exclusion of urban areas.

Inclusion of former china clay

workings and land fill areas.


Inclusion of Saltram House and

full extent of its parkland.
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4. WOODED VALLEY AND FARMLAND LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

4A BICKLEIGH WOODED VALLEY
Identifying Characteristics

Fast flowing, ice blue waters of the River Plym.

Incised river valley cloaked in mature

woodland of knarled oaks and mossy carpets.


Numerous heritage assets, those most notable

related to industrial and transportation along the valley.


Isolated dwellings and hamlets of local vernacular.

Heritage Context
Plym Bridge still spans the River Plym. It was designed
as a hump-backed bridge of five spans. Although
constructed in the medieval period the present bridge
dates from mostly from the 18th century. The bridge is
listed at Grade II* and is closed to vehicle traffic.
Remains of the Cann Quarry quarrymens’ cottages
survive as ruins alongside the West Devon Way as
do the ruins of a brick-built wheel house which was
powered by leats from the River Plym; this enabled the
stone from the quarry to be cut and processed before
shipment. The short-lived Cann Quarry Canal of 1830
survives well between the quarry and Plym Bridge; it
was replaced after a few years by a tramway extension
which was built along the tow-path of the canal and
connected through to the Plymouth and Dartmoor
Railway (see below) at Crabtree.
The route of the Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway
(PDR), the early 19th century horse-drawn mineral
railway which carried granite from the quarries
near Princetown to Sutton Harbour, can be traced
over much of its length and is described in detail by
Shepherd27. From Roborough the line survives as
a well-made track running through farmland and
thence through woodland skirting the residential and
industrial areas of Glenholt and Estover respectively.
The route survives well within the character area as
a path through Colwill Wood following the contours
high above the River Plym on its western bank
through Bickleigh Vale where a new bridge preserves
the line where it crossed the road from Roborough
to Plym Bridge; the abutments of the old PDR bridge
survive. The path continues south through Mainstone
Wood and, in addition to the route, some elements
of the former railway are clearly visible including
46 27: Shepherd, E. (1997) The Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway and the Lee Moor Tramway

a paired row of granite sleeper setts and milestone
number 4, indicating four miles from the Sutton Pool
terminal. The entrance to the Leigham Tunnel is seen
shortly after the path emerges from Mainstone Wood
onto the Plym Bridge road. The tunnel (which actually
lies within the urban Plymouth City Character Area
7A) enabled the line to cut through high ground and
then take advantage of the Forder Valley for the drop
down to Marsh Mills and the head of the Laira estuary
at Crabtree. The line then ran south-west parallel with
the present day Embankment Road to its terminus first
at Laira Wharf and a little later at Sutton Pool (again
within Character Area 7A).
Within the character area on the wooded slopes
alongside the east bank of the Plym, the tramway
enters Cann Wood from Character Area 3A. Just inside
the wood are the remains of the Cann Wood incline.
The incline was necessary to take the load down the
steep one and a quarter mile descent to Plym Bridge.
The wagons were then lowered to the base of the
incline by means of steel cables on counterbalanced
drums; no power was required just brakes to ensure
that the wagons did not pick up too much speed. The
building holding the two cable drums at the head of
the incline still survives and the drum itself may still
be glimpsed whilst at the bottom at Plym Bridge the
stables building for the change of horses also survives.
The tramway crossed over the road from Plympton
to Plym Bridge by way of a bridge which no longer
survives; the present bridge having replaced the
former one in the early 20th century. From the base of
the incline horses drew the wagons on the remainder
of their journey to the LMT terminal at Laira Wharf
(which was subsequently re-named Martin’s Wharf)
by way of the PDR track. At one time 14 horses were
stabled at Martin’s Wharf which lies just by Laira
Bridge.

The route of the tramway is mostly marked by a path,
sometimes through deep cuttings and only occasional
remnants of the tramway may be seen between Plym
Bridge and Coypool (these are not as well preserved
as some of the PDR sections) before the track, which
doubles as the West Devon Way, emerges near the
Park and Ride at Coypool. The line resumes on a
cycle path running through a patch of woodland
before reaching Weighbridge Cottage where the china
clay was weighed and accounted. The original iron
bridge which carried the line over the Plym survives
relatively unaltered subsequent to the closure of the
line in 1960.
Also running the length of the character area
northwards from Plym Bridge to Goodmeavy and
beyond is the course of the Great Western Railway
(GWR) preserved as a cycleway. It crosses the Cann
Quarry canal by way of the single arch stone bridge
and follows the old GWR track bed onwards over the
impressive brick-built Cann Viaduct of 1905 which
replaced Brunel and Bampton’s wooden viaduct of
1859 (the stone abutments for Brunel and Bampton’s
wooden bridge still survive). It then continues over
the Riverford Viaduct built in 1893, the Bickleigh
Viaduct and the Ham Green Viaduct – a granite-built
replacement for another of Brunel’s vanished viaducts.
Further on the former line passes Shaugh Bridge
Platform which was built for the loading of iron ore
from Shaugh Bridge Iron Mine. The line then enters
the Leighbeer Tunnel which passes through a high
spur which reaches down to the confluence of the
rivers Meavy and Plym; the tunnel has been preserved
for the purposes of the West Devon Way. The railway
and now cycle path continues north towards Tavistock
passing just to the west of Yelverton and Harrowbeer.

28: Stoyle, M. (1998) Plymouth in the Civil War

In the other direction, from Plym Bridge to Marsh
Mills, the track has been re-laid by the Plym Valley
Railway Society who operate steam trains on the line
at some weekends and Bank Holidays throughout the
summer.
Historic Environment Comment

The site of a Civil War skirmish at a

Royalist earthwork near Plym Bridge
in 1645 and abandoned by the Royalists
in 1646 is mentioned by Stoyle28.

The remains and route of the Plymouth and
Dartmoor Railway is a highly significant yet
unprotected historic asset traceable through
much of the character area both to the north (in
farmland) and to the south (in Forder Valley).
This is the mineral railway along which travelled
the component parts (part dressed) of Nelson’s
Column on its way to Sutton Pool for onward
shipment to London prior to its erection in 1840.

The china clay industry on Dartmoor was
significant in allowing porcelain to be
manufactured in England for the first time
without utilising imported clays. The remains
of the route of the Lee Moor Tramway, which
brought the china clay to port at Plymouth,
extend from the extant and Scheduled Lee Moor
Tramway Bridge at Coypool up to Lee Moor itself
and include survival of the stables building at the
base of the Cann Wood incline and the winding
house at the top. These buildings would benefit
greatly from stabilisation to prevent further
decay, restitution and from public presentation
and informed interpretation whilst the route
of the tramway in places is lost to vegetation.
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It is the middle Plym which offers the clearest

opportunities for inspiring learning if access
to the mineral railways could be improved
and the levels of interpretation both on and off
site could be produced. Neither the Plymouth
and Dartmoor Railway nor the Lee Moor
Tramway has any form of statutory protection.
Historically, it has proved notoriously difficult
to provide protection for linear ‘monuments’
such as roads or railways. In this case both
tramlines are ‘preserved’ by their use as paths
over the majority of their course within the
Plym Bridge woods and the contribution which
they could make to the visitor experience of
the Plym Valley should be fully recognised.

Landscape Character
The Bickleigh Wooded Valley character area occupies
an extensive elongated area along the river Plym from
the northern edge of Plympton as far as Binsworthy
and Yelverton. It forms the backbone of the LCHA
study area and is synonymous with the incised,
heavily wooded valleys prevalent of the middle
section of the river. The landform is a steeply sloping
wooded scarp, cloaked in a dense cover of knarled
ancient oaks and ash. An intricate mix of small scale
fields with irregular boundaries are present in places
where areas of woodland have been cleared.
The upper valley around Yelverton is less incised,
the floodplain opening out into luscious low-lying
watermeadows lined by grand poplars and willow.
Settlement is sparse with a few isolated dwellings
and hamlets of local vernacular hidden amongst the
spurs of the river valley. This section of the river has a
rich cultural heritage and a number of heritage assets
can be found such as Plym Bridge, Shaugh Bridge
and Cann Viaduct which all contribute to the timedepth understanding and, in combination with the
wooded slopes, create a sense of intimacy and mystery,
redolent of a forgotten past.
The character area is also of high ecological value
and contains a number of valued habitats and species
(Figure 5). These include ancient, broad leaf woodland,
coniferous woodland, moss carpets, rivers and streams
and river floodplain water meadows. South Dartmoor
Woods Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located
in the north of the character area and recognised
for its sessile oaks and European dry heath habitat,
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supporting a number of butterflies and lower plant
communities. Shaugh Prior Woods, also in the north,
is designated as a Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) on account of its oak and yew woodland and
is classified as being in favourable condition. Cann
Woods, in the centre of the character area and popular
mountain bike location, is designated as a County
Wildlife Site (CWS).
The woodland mosaic supports a wide range of
ground flora, invertebrates, bird life and mammals.
Notable species include silver-washed fritillary, small
pearl-bordered fritillary and purple hairstreak; pied
flycatcher, wood warbler and redstart; dormice and
greater and lesser horseshoe bat and the very scarce
barbastelle. Some of the best examples of upland oak
woodlands in the South West are found at Dendles
Wood NNR and also woodland in National Trust
ownership at Dewerstone Bridge within the character
area.
A wide variety of other invertebrates are found within
the area, one of the most notable being the blue
ground beetle (Carabus intricatus). This is the largest
and one of the rarest of the UK’s ground beetles. It
is included in Category 1 (Endangered) of the Red
Data Book and listed as a priority species in the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan. This beetle has always been
considered a rare insect nationally and is currently
known in only nine sites in the UK, five of which are
within Dartmoor National Park (the others are on the
southern edge of Bodmin Moor).
This character area is one that people would most
associate with the River. It is of high scenic quality
and contains a wealth of historic assets. These provide
historical connections and allow an appreciation of
how the landscape has been used and has changed
over the centuries. The ecological value of the
character area is demonstrated by the numerous
designations afforded the habitats encountered. The
cloaking of the valley in dense, mossy, broadleaf
woodland, cut through by the cascading waters
of the Plym creates a mysterious almost magical
environment, relatively untouched by post war
development.

Opportunities and Threats

Contains a number of historic assets although

many of these are at risk of deterioration.


Highly valued habitats.

Increasing visitor numbers and

unmanaged recreational demand.


Habitat fragmentation and degradation,

including proliferation of conifer
plantations and pressure for farmland.

Increase of non-native species such as
cherry laurel and rhododendron and
diseases such as ash dieback.

Small number of very popular honeypot
sites with lack of facilities.

PLYMBRIDGE WOODS

Priority Action Areas

Creation of outdoor visitor hub at Cann Woods.

Enhancement of Plym Valley

corridor for biodiversity.


Protection of heritage assets at risk

and restoration of tramways.


Prevention of habitat fragmentation

and degradation, control of proliferation
of confer plantations.

Cann Wood glade development and
broadleaf woodland reinstatement.

Enhancement and diversification of
visitor facilities – canoe/cycle hire .

UPPER BICKLEIGH VALLEY

HLF Boundary Considerations

Inclusion of the ‘backbone’ character

area as a central linking feature to
surrounding landscape character areas.
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4. WOODED VALLEY AND FARMLAND LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

4B TORY BROOK WOODED VALLEY AND BORINGDON
HILL FARMLANDS
Key Characteristics

Rising landform with long distance views

over the Plym to Plymouth possible.


More intimate, wooded landscape around

Newnham Park to the east.


Notable historic assets such as Boringdon

Arch and Boringdon Camp.

Heritage Context

Historic Environment Comment

Boringdon Camp is a significant prehistoric site.
The camp, which is a Scheduled Monument, has
been identified as a near circular earthwork hillfort
enclosing an area of approximately 2ha and thought
to be Iron Age in date (c. 4th century BC). It has welldefined ramparts and its ditch is visible in places,
although its defensive outworks around the main
entrance are somewhat obscured by forestry.


The Grade II* Listed and Scheduled Boringdon

Surviving historic remains within Boringdon Wood
include a deer park pale along the north and west sides
of the wood comprising an earth bank 1.5m high and
2m wide with an outer ditch also 2m wide. The deer
park of 1699 was part of the parkland attached to the
Boringdon Estate. Also within Boringdon Wood are
the remains of a lead mine with its associated smelt
mill. The smelt mill, including an ore hearth, flue
and chimney stack, is an important survival; both
the mining remains and the deer park are scheduled
monuments.
Another deer park of the same period was created
to the east of Boringdon by the Strode family to
complement their new mansion at Newnham Park
in about 1700. Remains of the deer park pale and an
associated rabbit warren survive well, lying on the
west side of the valley of the Tory Brook 1km north of
Plympton.
This character area includes the triumphal arch at
Boringdon. This brick-built arch of 1783 was designed
by the architect Robert Adam as an ‘eye catcher’ from
the gardens of Saltram House and was placed on the
route from Boringdon Hall to Saltram, both properties
being owned by the Parker family.
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Arch is on the English Heritage at Risk
Register. This arch is a valuable and significant
landmark, integral to the story of Saltram
House but visible from other parts of Plymouth.
Every effort should be made to safeguard its
future. It is understood that a conversion to
some beneficial use of the currently vacant
and derelict lodge buildings at the base of the
arch could open the way for some funding for
conservation and repair of the arch fabric.

Boringdon Camp is a significant
Iron Age monument.
Landscape Character
The Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hill
Farmlands character area is situated adjacent to
the north of Plympton. It can be identified by the
rising farmland forming Boringdon Hill and incised
wooded valley of the Tory Brook to the east. The golf
courses at Boringdon Hill and Elfordleigh Country
Club are notable landuses near to the urban fringe
of Plympton although further north, on the higher
slopes of Borindon Hill, agricultural production
comprising medium to large rectilinear arable
fields is predominant. Long distance views over the
surrounding landscape are possible. Notable examples
include southward from Boringdon Arch over the
River Plym to Plymouth Sound beyond, encapsulating
a stunning composition of countryside, river and city
and from northward from Boringdon Camp Hill Fort
over undulating countryside to Dartmoor beyond.

The area to the east of the character area around
Newnham Park consists of a small, incised, wooded
river valley in contrast to the open, expansive
farmlands at Boringdon. This area lacks the long
views possible from the west of the character area
and incised valleys and woodland cover create a
more intimate and secluded character – the grand
Newnham House only glimpsed fleetingly through
the surrounding woodland.
The wooded valleys, much of it ancient, and incised
streams and brooks provide important habitat for a
variety of bats, birds and invertebrates and contain
several CWSs including Brockhole and Binicliff
Woods, Hooksbury Woods and Truelove.

Opportunities and Threats

Traditional villages and hamlets

of local vernacular.


Substantive golf course development.

Runoff from agricultural land.

Heritage assets falling into disrepair.

China clay works in far southwest.

Priority Action Areas

Restoration of Boringdon Arch.

Optimisation of ecological value of

designated ecological sites.


Engagement with golf course owners.

This character area’s wooded valleys and gently
sloping farmland are of high scenic quality and
evoke a strong sense of rural comfort. The collection
of small hamlets and farmsteads is evidence of the
area’s long settlement and habitation, and despite
the introduction of golf courses it retains its rural
character and charm.

HLF Boundary Considerations

BORINGDON ARCH

BORINGDON CAMP HILLFORT


Inclusion of historic assets such as Boringdon

Hall, Boringdon Arch and Newnham Park.
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4. WOODED VALLEY AND FARMLAND LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

4C SPARKWELL WOODED VALLEY AND
CROWNHILL DOWN
Key Characteristics

Deeply incised wooded valley.

Crownhill Down further north.

Isolated settlement.

Remote and rural character.

Heritage Context

Landscape Character

Two scheduled Bronze Age barrow cemeteries exist on
Crownhill Down, one on the summit and one on the
western slopes.

The Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down
character area lies to the far east of the study area. It
comprises a mixture of incised, wooded river valley
and more open moorland edge landscape further north
at Crownhill Down. The terrain rises steeply in places
leading to small fields bounded by mature hedgerows
used for grazing of cattle and sheep, although to the
far east the land is divided in to small regular fields for
pastoral and arable uses.

To the south of Crownhill Down are the remains of
Hemerdon Mine which was a tin and tungsten mine
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Tungsten
was important in the manufacture of electric light
filaments and in weapons production. Large scale clay
working was also undertaken at Hermerdon from the
mid-19th century and known as the Hemerdon China
Clay Works.
Historic Environment Comment

It is understood that the area is under intense

archaeological investigation in advance of
permitted mineral rights being exercised and
tungsten extraction re-commencing in 2014.
Investigations are being undertaken by AC
Archaeology on behalf of the minerals companies.

In 2008-9 the historic clay-working landscape
at Headon (formerly Hemerdon Quarry) was
surveyed, investigated and recorded by Exeter
Archaeology in advance of an initial three-year
extension to Headon West Quarry. A broad
range of features, structures, earthworks and
artefacts representing the whole spectrum of clay
working processes was identified and recorded29.

The combination of wooded valleys, winding lanes
and isolated villages and hamlets such as Sparkwell,
Drakeland Corner and Lutton gives the character area
a very rural feel despite is proximity to Plympton.
The wooded valleys and open moorland of Crownhill
Down, the latter of which is designated a CWS,
provide important ecological habitats for a variety of
invertebrates and bird species. Dartmoor Zoological
Park is a popular tourist attraction in the character
area.
This character area is synonymous of the rural Devon
landscape, being one of sunken, winding lanes,
wooded valleys and rolling pastoral farmland. It is
of high scenic quality and relatively untouched by
the modern world, allowing inhabitants of nearby
Plymouth and Plympton to take respite and relaxation
on their doorstep from the hustle of modern life.

52 29: Dyer, M. (2011) Archaeological recording of an extension to Headon West Quarry, unpub. report.

Opportunities and Threats

A rural, largely unspoilt landscape.

Encroachment of mining activity.

Close to urban edge of Plympton.

Runoff from agricultural land.

Dartmoor Zoological Park.

Priority Action Areas

Restoration and recreation of hedgerows.

Orchard planting.

LOCAL VERNACULAR, SPARKWELL WOODED VALLEY

HLF Boundary Considerations

Connection with Plym Valley.
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5. UPLAND FRINGES LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

5A SHAUGH PRIOR FRINGES
Key Characteristics

Gently sloping pasture farmlands bounded

by geometrically distinct granite stone walls.


Rough pasture with gorse and

scrub further north.


Small villages of Wotton and Shaugh

Prior of local vernacular and materials.

Heritage Context

Landscape Character

Much of this area is characterised as farmland which
has developed from medieval enclosures possibly
having once been farmed as open strip fields30.
The area contains several scheduled monuments
comprising stone huts, cairns and waymarkers.

The Shaugh Prior Fringes character area is located to
the east of the river Plym in the centre of the LCHA
Study area. It is characterised by the gently sloping
pastoral fields of the moorland edge, bounded by
a network of rectilinear stone walls which form a
distinctive structural feature in the landscape. Further
to the north the landuse changes to rough grazing
and fringe moorland, with rough grasses, gorse and
small scrub preponderant. This combination lends to
a wild and untamed character albeit less pronounced
than that associated with the upland moorlands of
Dartmoor. This is a landscape of high scenic quality
with views over surrounding character areas and
settlements nestled in the valleys. The sense of
transition from settled farmland to wild moorland
is strong. The relatively untamed and ‘on the edge’
nature is epitomised by the numerous Dartmoor
ponies that roam this area.

The Grade I listed church of St Edward at Shaugh
Prior is an excellent example of a 15th century church
relatively unaltered, whilst Shaugh Prior Cross, a
well-preserved wayside cross formed from a single
piece of moderately coarse-grained granite and set
into a granite socket stone, is located approximately
150m to the east and representative of a well-preserved
medieval wayside cross, having suffered relatively
little damage.
The course of the Lee Moor Tramway continues across
the south-east corner of character area and skirts the
border of area 5C Shaugh Prior Mined Fringes before
it reaches the Lee Moor China Clay works. The area
contains several scheduled monuments including
Shaugh Prior stone cross, stone circles at Wotter
Common and listed buildings such as St Edwards
Church.
Historic Environment Comment

Widespread evidence of prehistoric

settlement, huts and stone circles, is present
within the character area. The future
encroachment of mineral workings on
these should be considered carefully.

Settlement is relatively isolated and clustered in
pockets, reflective of the small farming and mining
communities that established them. These include
the small settlement of Wotter and (in part) Shaugh
Prior which contains a number of historical buildings
of local granite and slate, although some more recent
development has occurred. The Grade I listed Church
of St Edward at Shaugh Prior is in particular a notable
example of the muscular, rustic vernacular of the
Dartmoor area.

54 30: Turner, S. 2007, Devon County Council, Historic Landscape Characterisation Maps: on-line website.

Opportunities and Threats

Number of historic assets.

Encroachment of mining activity.

Some unsympathetic development

to existing settlements.

Priority Action Areas

Sympathetic management of

future mineral workings.


Restoration and creation of ecological habitats.
TRADITIONAL GRANITE WALL,
SHAUGH PRIOR

HLF Boundary Considerations

Inclusion of heritage assets.

Connection to Plym Valley from areas

in far east of character area.

TRADITIONAL BUILDING VERNACULAR, SHAUGH PRIOR

ST EDWARDS CHURCH,
SHAUGH PRIOR

STONE CROSS AT SHAUGH PRIOR
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5. UPLAND FRINGES LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

5B UPPERTON FRINGES
Key Characteristics

Moorland fringe area of gorse, rough

grassland and scrub.


Sloping topography eastward toward the

River Plym.


A388, a busy road following the natural ridgeline and topographical

western watershed to the River Plym catchment area.


Large industrial units at Broadley Park Industrial Estate.

Heritage Context
Just within the western edge of Character Area 5B is
Maristow Camp hilltop enclosure which dates to the
Bronze Age or the early Iron Age. It survives as an oval
enclosure defined by a rampart and outer ditch. The
rampart measures between 8m and 10m wide and is
from 0.5m to 0.8m high, rising to 1.2m at the north
end. One original entrance is on the west side, with
enlarged ramparts and a wider ditch to its north, while
the south east entrance has an in-turned rampart
terminal on its south side.
Sections of the old Plymouth Leat and the Devonport
Leat, which carried water from Burrator on Dartmoor
to Plymouth and Devonport Dockyard respectively,
pass through the Character Area. The Plymouth (or
Drake’s) Leat is the older of the two and lies to the
east of its companion the Devonport Leat. Both leats
run largely to the east of the road into Plymouth from
Tavistock (the A386) south of Yelverton but both
take advantage of slightly different contours. Visible
granite-lined sections of the Plymouth Leat may still
be found on Roborough Common to the north of
Roborough and are described in detail by Hemery31.
Unlined sections of the Devonport Leat are also clearly
visible on Roborough Down. The Devonport Leat runs
into Roborough via the grounds of Roborough House
on the west side of the A386.

31: Hemery, E. (1991) Walking the Dartmoor Waterways.

56 32: Hemery, E. (1991) Walking the Dartmoor Railroads.

The course of the PDR tramway runs alongside the
Plymouth and Devonport Leats on Roborough Down
deviating occasionally from their route given the
different requirements of the tramway which was not
quite so bound by the contour levels32. To the east of
the tramway is the former course of the Great Western
Railway (now a cycle track) which skirts Yelverton and
Harrowbeer on its way to Tavistock.
Historic Environment Comment

Hilltop enclosures such as Maristow Camp

are rare, with between 25 and 30 examples
recorded nationally. A greater number may
exist but these could have been developed
into hillforts later in the Iron Age.

The Plymouth Leat is known also as Drake’s Leat
as it was Sir Francis Drake as mayor of Plymouth
who commissioned it. Where survival occurs this
acts as a reminder of one of the first municipal
water supplies to be engineered in England.

The later Devonport Leat is perhaps of
lesser historic significance than Drake’s
Leat although it did serve to bring water
from the moor into the Royal Dockyard.

The combination of visible remains of the
Plymouth Leat, the Devonport Leat and the
Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway on the
public open space of Roborough Common
provides an opportunity for public engagement
through interpretation of the remains.

Landscape Character
To the far west of the LCHA Study area lies the
Upperton Fringes character area. This area, as
with the other moorland fringe areas, comprises
rough grassland, gorse and scrub although there
is a distinct sloping topography eastward from the
A388 to the River Plym. Landuse is mainly moorland
rough grassland although a mix of farmland is also
present on the lower slopes. These provide important
ecological habitats.
Settlement is largely dispersed in the form of
farmsteads and individual dwellings. The A388 is
a busy road being the main approach to Plymouth
from the north and follows the ridgeline that forms
the western watershed boundary to the River Plym
catchment. Also notable within the character area
is the presence of electricity infrastructure in the
form of pylons and large industrial units of Broadley
Park Industrial Estate. These are not overly intrusive
elements but are apparent within the composition of
views when within the character area.

Opportunities and Threats

Future growth at Woolwell.

Busy road A386.

Informal parking on verge areas.

Presence of large industrial units and pylons.

Visual prominence of Bickleigh Barracks.

Priority Action Areas

Restoration of Drakes and Devonport Leats.

Management of informal parking areas.

Habitat and hedgerow restoration and creation.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Connection to Plym Valley.

Despite this, the character area retains its moorland
fringe characteristics and is clearly well used by local
residents for recreation and enjoyment.
ST PAUL’S CHURCH, YELVERTON
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5. UPLAND FRINGES LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

5C SHAUGH PRIOR MINED FRINGES
Key Characteristics

Large scale, extensive china clay workings

comprising of deep pits and quarries.


A lunar-esq landscape due to the whiteness

of the china clay and the absence of features
or vegetation.

Limited public access.

Distinct boundary between mine workings
and surrounding countryside.

Heritage Context

Landscape Character

Character Area 5C includes extensive china clay
workings at Lee Moor, Cholwich and Headon Down.
The ‘industrial’ settlements at Wotter and Lee Moor
grew as a result of providing accommodation for those
working in the clay extraction industry.

The Shaugh Prior Mined Fringes character area is
a legacy of the mining heritage of the area where
china clay was first extracted in the mid 1800’s. The
extraction of china clay has had a dramatic effect
on the landscape of this area, having undergone
extensive working, quarrying and tipping, resulting
in an extensively modified landscape from that which
existed prior to mineral extraction.

Historic Environment Comment

The character area bears the heavy impact of

minerals (china clay) extraction which has by
definition removed evidence of earlier activity.

In places , the open workings has created an almost
lunar landscape with the white china clay and absence
of vegetation sculpted into a series of deep, terraced
extraction pits. In other places the land has been
graded into large hills, the regular series of terraces
giving away their anthropogenic origins.
As the mines are active there is little public access
within this area and the movement of large HGVs
along Gornwood Road is noticeable.
Despite their scale, the visual intrusion of the mine
workings is limited as a result of strategically placed
bunding and screen planting along key routes.
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Opportunities and Threats

A modified landscape undergoing

substantial mineral working.


Working mines.

Slow restoration of worked mines.

Lack of public access.

Priority Action Areas

Engagement with mineral companies to seek

MODIFIED LANDFORMS OF SHAUGH PRIOR MINED FRINGES

suitable land restoration post mining operations.

HLF Boundary Considerations

Inclusion/exclusion of working mines.

Connection to Plym Valley.
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5. UPLAND FRINGES LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

5D WIGFORD DOWN FRINGES
Key Characteristics

Rising landform, often steeply

sloping in places.


Semi-Improved pasture bounded

by mature hedged boundaries.


Dominance of gorse, scrub and rough pasture

further north as the land rises to Dartmoor.

Heritage Context
A significant Scheduled Monument of suspected
Neolithic date occupies a steep-sided, south west facing
spur of land at Dewerstone Rock just above the meeting
of the River Meavy and the River Plym. A curving
double stone wall encloses the neck of the spur which
drops away with precipitous slopes on the south, west
and eastern sides. The function of the enclosure is
uncertain but its deliberate construction within an
otherwise open landscape would clearly have invested it
with great importance for those who built it33.
By the late 3rd and early 2nd millennium BC the
Bronze Age presence is indicated by a series of burial
monuments (cairns) concentrated on the higher
altitudes within the project area on Wigford Down and
on either side of the upper reaches of the Plym. Those
members of the community who passed away were
afforded burial in stone cairns or barrows which were
intended to mark their resting place and be seen by the
living. They also thought to represent a reminder of
the continuity of occupation and as territorial markers.
In other parts of Britain barrows were erected on the
skyline for maximum visual effect and this is repeated
here – the remains of a five cairns survive at the highest
point on Wigford Down.
By the middle of the 2nd millennium BC farming
communities had developed to such an extent that
much of the landscape became managed and land
boundaries (known as reaves) and settlements may still
be recognised by their remains. Hut circles (as they are
known on Dartmoor), indicative of settlement, survive
in some abundance at various locations on Wigford
Down. For example, at grid reference SX 54306510 a
large hut circle may be seen which, with a neighbouring
hut, forms part of an enclosed settlement (SM 563) and
33: Newman, P. (2011) The Field Archaeology of Dartmoor, 32

60 34: Fleming A. (1998) The Dartmoor Reaves, 38

five huts are clustered together in a settlement on the
Down at SX 54806530 (SM 436). This fixed settlement is
considered with some confidence to be associated with
extensive wall systems (known as reaves) which divide
off large tracts of land. The recognition that some of the
long stone boundary walls found across Dartmoor may
have had an origin in the Bronze Age came in relatively
recent times following the seminal work of Fleming.
Fleming was able to demonstrate that the reaves formed
a major system of field and land boundaries with
individual field boundaries laying at right angles to the
main terminal reaves. On Wigford Down itself Fleming
noted a parallel reave system on the west bank of the
River Plym34. Whilst they are unscheduled the southern
sections of the Eylesbarrow terminal reave on Wigford
Down are included on the list of nationally important
Dartmoor sites.
An impressive wayside cross (Wigford Down Cross)
is set on open moorland north of Cadover Bridge.
A medieval track passes close by leading towards
Tavistock.
Historic Environment Comment

The prehistoric and historic archaeological

landscape at Trowlesworthy Warren represents a
complex array of interrelated structures and features
belonging to the three main periods of upland
exploitation. The medieval and post-medieval field
system is most extensive, but within the area is
also the well- preserved evidence for prehistoric
settlement, agriculture and funerary practice.
In the post-medieval period, a series of pillow
mounds forming part of a warren, lengths of leat,
a dam, a gravel pit, tin streamwork and military
features highlight the continued use of this area.

Landscape Character
Wigford Down Fringes character area in the
northwest of the LCHA Study area is characterised
by the rising slopes of Wigford Down that rise up to
Dartmoor to the north and drop steeply in a series of
attractive convex hills to the Plym and Meavy rivers to
the south.
Tucked within the folds of this landscape is the
relatively large settlement of Yelverton along with
other small hamlets such as Hoo Meavy and Lovaton.
These settlements retain much of their historic charm
with buildings of local granite and slate.
Cadover Bridge is an important site within the
character area and attracts numerous visitors. The
abundance of designated open access land means that
the area benefits from good accessibility.
Many of the slopes are covered with the acidic upland
grassland of a type restricted to South West England
with purple moor-grass, sheep’s fescue, mat-grass and
bristle bent as the dominant species. In many areas
this vegetation forms a mosaic with heather and
bilberry. The granite boulders strewn across much of
the area have rich upland lichen flora, with the large
Lasalia pustulata being particularly conspicuous.
Within the moorland fringes and onto the high
moor there are very important numbers of breeding
meadow pipit, skylark and wheatear – these species
have experienced a significant contraction in
population nationally. Cuckoo also have a stronghold
in the moorland fringe; a species that was historically
widespread in lowland England.

To the north of the character area the landscape
takes the appearance typical of the moorland fringes
with gorse, rough grassland and scrub predominant.
To the south the landscape is more settled with
large improved pasture fields bounded by mature
hedgerows. Thus this landscape represents the
transition between settled farmland and moorland
and the gradual taming and settlement of the land.
The abundance of historic assets adds significant timedepth understanding.
Opportunities and Threats

Abundance of heritage assets.

Cadover Bridge honey pot site.

Use by Ministry of Defence as ‘dry’ training range.

Priority Action Areas

Protection of heritage assets.

Habitat creation, restoration and enhancement.
HLF Boundary Considerations

Abundance of heritage assets.

Use of Wigford Down by Ministry of

Defence as ‘dry’ training range.

CADOVER BRIDGE
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6. UPLAND MOORLAND LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

6A PLYM HEAD UPLAND MOORLAND
Identifying Characteristics

Windswept, saturated upland moorland.

Imposing granite tors.

Absence of settlement and vegetation giving rise

to a sense of untamed wildness and remoteness.

Heritage Context
The area around and immediately downstream
from Plym Head boasts a large number of designated
prehistoric monuments of the Bronze Age period
together with rich evidence of tin mining activities
dating back to the medieval period.
The terminal reave, known as the Eylesbarrow Reave,
runs north-east to south-west from Eylesbarrow cairns
to the River Plym a distance of nearly 8km. Stone
alignments provide rare evidence of ceremonial or
ritual practices on the Moor during the Late Neolithic
and Bronze Age. Although affected by some theft, the
Ringmoor Down alignment remains an important
example.
Eylesbarrow Tin Mine contains a broad range of
different forms of evidence relating to prospecting,
exploitation and processing of both tin deposits
and lodes. In particular, the 19th century mining
remains represent an important source of information
concerning the character of a large-scale water
powered tin mine, where all the original elements
survive in an excellent condition. The smelting house
is of particularly significance because it is the only
surviving example on Dartmoor and black tin from
other mines was brought here during its nine year
life. It survives as a substantial rectangular building
containing a blast and reverberatory furnace. The
survival of so many stamping mills together with a
smelting house and full range of mining remains and
associated buildings is unique in the South West of
England.
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Historic Environment Comment

The character area contains a host of designated

and extant monuments of the prehistoric
period plus extensive remains of medieval tin
mining. Both the prehistoric remains and the
mining remains could support interpretive
trails. The presence of military training area at
Ringmoor Down this does not restrict access.

Landscape Character
The far north of the LCHA Study area comprises the
upland moorlands of Dartmoor, classified within
landscape character area 6A Plym Head Upland
Moorland. The Plym rises in this character area in
the boggy, windswept moorland synonymous of
Dartmoor. There is a distinct absence of tree or scrub
vegetation and settlement, giving rise to a barren,
uninhabited and remote landscape of expansive
moorland much of which is of high ecological value.
Within the broad sweep of the open landscape,
magnificent and enigmatic granite tors punctuate
these uplands and form distinct and imposing features
within the landscape. This is a dramatic landscape
of wide open spaces, panoramic views and a strong
sense of wildness that can be both bleak yet sublimely
beautiful at the same time.
Although settlement is now largely restricted to small
hamlets and isolated farmsteads the area was settled
in the past and there is an abundance of remnant
Bronze Age features throughout the character area,
adding to the sense of mystery and ancientness. Such
features are also a valuable reference when discussing
landscape change and the effects of changing
climates. Much of the area is highly valued for its

recreational opportunities being designated open
access or in the ownership of the National Trust who
allow public access.
The character area encompasses the upland commons
representing some of the most extensive areas of
blanket bog, mixed valley mire and unimproved acidic
grassland/heathland mosaic in southern Britain.
Several of the communities present are restricted
to South West England. Blanket bog occurs on the
highest ground, characterised by the presence of
abundant bog mosses along with flowering plants
such as common cotton-grass, hare’s-tail cotton-grass,
purple moor-grass, cross-leaved heath, heather and
deergrass.
The granite boulders strewn across much of the area
have rich upland lichen flora, with the large Lasalia
pustulata being particularly conspicuous.
The mires and bog pools occurring in the valley
bottoms are among the finest and least disturbed of
their type in Britain. They are characterised by the bog
mosses Sphagnum palustre, S. pulchrum, S. recurvum and
Polytrichum commune, and herbs such as bottle sedge,
star sedge, and sharp-flowered rush are common.

Opportunities and Threats

A wild and dramatic landscape of

exceptional scenic quality.


Abundance of heritage assets.

General lack of people visiting this area at present.

Priority Action Areas

Engagement with major land holders

(National Trust/Private Estates) and
influencing land management practices.

Promoting visitor numbers.

Inappropriate management leading to
habitat loss and fragmentation.

Adapting to climate change.
HLF Boundary Considerations

Connection to Plym Valley.

Ability to define boundary on the ground.

Notable birds breeding in the uplands include red
grouse, and whinchat; all species uncommon in
Southern England. There are very important breeding
populations of lapwing within the catchment and also
snipe. Lapwing has been the focus of the Dartmoor
Breeding Waders Project due to the dramatic decline
in abundance – this was a common breeding species
on Dartmoor however numbers have now declined to
an estimated six pairs. Breeding ring ouzel has also
been lost from the area. Within the woodlands lesser
spotted woodpecker, hobby and goshawk have all been
recorded.
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7. OTHER LANDSCAPE CHARACTER TYPE

7A URBAN
Key Characteristics

Large conurbations and towns.

Preponderance of built form.

Variety of architectural styles and materials.

Heritage Context
Plymouth contains many historic buildings that
survived bombing during World War II, dating from
the 15th century onwards such as the Prysten House,
the Merchants House and the Elizabethan House in
the area of the Barbican and on Southside Street. There
are many fine Georgian terraces, such as Durnford
Street, and a number of buildings attributed to John
Foulston and his pupil George Wightwick such as The
Esplanade and the group in Ker Street, Devonport.
There are a number of churches and chapels, but all
are dominated by St Andrew’s in the City Centre
dating from 1460. This is still the largest parish
church in Devon, and although gutted during the
Blitz, it is listed as Grade I. Charles Church is now a
ruin dedicated to the memory of those who died in
Plymouth during WWII. However it is also listed
Grade I as it is one of the very few churches built
during the time of Cromwell.
Plymouth is associated with famous figures including
Sir Francis Drake (who was a mayor of the town),
William Cookworthy, the pottery industrialist
and Robert Scott the Antarctic explorer. The world
famous colonialists the Pilgrim Fathers put to sea
from Plymouth’s Barbican in 1620 on their journey to
America.
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Plympton is divided into two adjacent communities,
Plympton St Mary and Plympton St Maurice both
of which lie east of the River Plym and north of the
Saltram estate. Plympton St Maurice is the earlier
foundation. It could be reached by sea in the early
medieval period and boasted a very rich Saxon
priory and a planned village. Following the Norman
Conquest (1066) Plympton St Maurice acquired a
motte and bailey castle, the ruins of which still
survive. Access to the sea allowed for the export of
tin from Dartmoor and Plympton St Maurice became
one of the four stannary towns which controlled the
industry. When the estuary began to silt up in the
later Middle Ages, possibly as a result of tin-working
further up-stream and climatic changes, Plympton
lost its importance to the sea-going harbour at Sutton
Pool in Plymouth. The town later prospered again
as a centre for the wool trade in the 17th and 18th
centuries. The artist Sir Joshua Reynolds lived and
worked in Plympton St Maurice.
Plymstock lies east of the River Plym and south of
the Saltram estate. It became known for shipbuilding
on the riverbank at Turnchapel in the 17th and 18th
centuries. A Bronze Age Barrow survives at Burrow
Hill and excavations in advance of new housing
in 1997 at Elburton revealed a Bronze Age barrow
cemetery with complete or near complete cremation
urns.

Historic Environment Comment

Opportunities and Threats


Although within the urban Character Area


Continued urban growth and redevelopment.

Large population in close proximity

7A, the Leigham Tunnel, which connects the
Plym Valley to the Forder Valley Nature reserve,
would, if it could be opened up as a pathway
and cycle path, attract far more walkers and
cyclists to both locations although it is accepted
that the low height of the tunnel might present
problems. At the very least it should be explored;
the conversion of the Leighbeer Tunnel on the
former GWR as part of the West Devon Way
shows how successful such operations can be.

Landscape Character
Urban areas within the LCHA Study area are classified
within character area 7A Urban, comprising the
settlements of Plymouth, Plympton and Plymstock.
These urban areas contain a variety of landuses,
architectural styles and character but have been
grouped together for the purposes of this character
assessment.

to the Plym Valley.

Priority Action Areas

Engagement with urban communities

encouraging a greater diversity of
people to enjoy the Plym Valley.

Skill development programme/
Student placement programme.

Offender employment programme.
HLF Boundary Considerations

Connection to Plym Valley.
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8.0 PROPOSED HLF
BOUNDARY AND
CONSIDERATIONS
The HLF boundary has been informed by
the findings of the LCHA. The boundary falls within
the LCHA Study area and is able to demonstrate a
strong physical or associative relationship with the
River Plym, its landscapes and its heritage.
The LCHA study has highlighted a great diversity of
character within the study area and all are important
to its understanding and enjoying. Diversity is
therefore characteristic of the Plym Valley and part
of its charm and unique value. Nonetheless, it is
important land included within the HLF bid boundary
is related to the Plym Valley so that a coherent vision
for the area can be realised.
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Figure 14 illustrates the proposed HLF bid boundary
informed by the LCHA study. The drawing of the
boundary has followed a number of principles. These
are:

The inclusion of landscape character

and features that are associated or can
be linked to the Plym valley.

The inclusion of historic assets that relate to
the Plym Valley and aid the understanding
of its habitation and settlement over time.

The inclusion of potential project or
initiative sites that could be realised
or benefit from HLF funding .


The inclusion of mineral workings (with a possible

alternative if it decided they should be excluded).


The exclusion of the urban areas.

Consideration of other HLF projects in

the surrounding area including Burrator,
Dartmoor and Tamar Valley, with the aim
of complementing and supporting them.

The geographical size of the area included
and requirements of the HLF guidance.
(the area of the proposed HLF bid boundary
is, 104 sq km, well within HLF Landscape
Partnership recommended guidelines).
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Plym Valley Connections Project
provides an exciting opportunity to reconnect
communities with the area’s rich and varied heritage
and landscape in a manner which enhances these
important but currently at risk features, whilst also
providing opportunities for exploration, learning,
recreation and relaxation. The project will focus
upon heritage features that reflect the unique
nature of the river valley and provide opportunities
for communities to connect with key features in a
creative, engaging and evolving manner.
The LCHA identifies 14 character areas within the
study area. Each area has their distinct characteristics,
features and attributes. The LCHA highlights the
diversity of character of the Plym Valley encompassing
urban conurbations, precipitous sea lashed cliffs,
intimate wooded valleys and remote, windswept
moorland. These are not only scenically attractive,
evocative and engaging landscapes but also highly
valuable in terms of their ecological habitat for a
diversity of often rare and protected species.
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The LCHA also highlights that the Plym Valley
contains a rich abundance of heritage assets, from the
prehistoric stone circles of Dartmoor and the medieval
fortifications of Plymouth Sound to the remnant
workings and infrastructure within the Valley and
moorland of the Industrial Revolution. Such a wealth
of heritage provides a direct connection to the recent
and distant past and the generations of people that
lived and worked the landscape around the Plym over
many thousands of years.

The binding thread to all of these is the Plym River
which has played, and continues to play, an important
role in the lives of the people of Plymouth and its
surrounds.
The proposed HLF boundary captures the landscape
and heritage of ‘the Plym Valley’ encompassing the
natural and heritage components that make the Plym
Valley a truly unique and special landscape.

The proximity of Plymouth and other large
settlements provides a fantastic opportunity to
engage urban populations that may otherwise not
have the opportunity to experience the natural
environment on their doorstep. Opportunities exist
to use the landscape and heritage resource to engage
communities in learning activities and active pursuits
bringing significant benefits to their mental and
physical wellbeing. This is particularly important
when considering the deprived nature of many urban
communities lying along the Plym.
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Appendix 1: Workshop Findings Summary
Introduction
This report summarises the findings and key messages of a workshop held on the 13th
March 2013 between Plymouth City Council (PCC) and the Partners of the Plym Valley
Connections Project. The purpose of the workshop was to engage Partners in the
Landscape Partnerships Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) Bid and in particular the production
of the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) element of the bid.
The following individuals attended the workshop:
Role

Name

Organisation

Client

Kathryn Deeney

Plymouth City Council

Chris Coldwell

Plymouth City Council

Jeremy Sabel

Plymouth City Council

Tom Lowry

Plymouth City Council

Consultant Ian Houlston
Team
Ben Croot
Partners

LDA Design
LDA Design

John Salvatore

Dr John P. Salvatore

Phil Denham

Natural England

Carolyn Norfolk

Natural England

Cathy Fitzroy

Natural England

Marcus Salmon

Environment Agency

Rob Sekula
Susan Warren

West Devon Borough Council
CouncilWildlife Trust
Devon

Peter Burgess

Devon Wildlife Trust

Adrian Colston

National Trust – Dartmoor NP

Carol Murrin

National Trust – Saltram

Stephen Holley

National Trust – Area Warden

The workshop was split into two distinct halves. The morning and early afternoon session
comprised 4 discussion questions considering aspects of the LCA, whilst the late afternoon
session addressed potential projects and initiatives that could be implemented through bid
funding.

Summary of Key Messages: Session 1

3531 Plym Valley LCA
Landscape Character Assessment: Workshop Findings Summary
2 of 6

Question 1: What is the ‘Plym Valley’? What defines its landscape character as
being of the ‘the Plym Valley’?
Key findings and messages:
 The Plym landscape is a varied and contrasting environment. The ability to experience
this diverse landscape over a relatively short distance was highlighted.
 Character areas include Dartmoor moorland, wooded incised valleys and farmland,
industry at Cattedown and the seascapes of the estuary and Plymouth Sound.
 Contrast between ancient and modern, landed gentry and commoners,
urban/rural/wild.
 River Plym as a binding feature. The importance of sea to shore (both SACs) was
emphasised along with the role of the estuary.
 Strong links with recognised honeypot sites such as Cadover Bridge, Plym Bridge etc.
 Important themes identified included that of water, industry, mineral extraction and
the river’s role as a movement corridor and the transport of materials (granite, china
clay, wood) and people (including pilgrims) along it in both directions.
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Question 2: How do people connect with the Plym Valley? Who are they and how
do they use the Plym Valley? Conversely, who currently do not use the Plym Valley
and why?
Key findings and messages:
 Several important gateway sites – Saltram, Plym Bridge, Cadover, Coypool, Cann
Woods, Mount Batten, Gutter Tor, Dewerstone, Wembury (outside Plym Valley).
 Majority of visitor movement is up and down the river valley. There is little lateral
movement east to west across it.
 Distinct and diverse set of users that access distinct geographical areas. The majority
being dog walkers and cyclists in the central area. Emphasis that the biggest user group
needed support and were not adventure seekers. Very few make trips beyond Cadover
Bridge.
 The importance of the Plym Valley as a ‘green oasis’ to ‘escape’ from Plymouth was
emphasised.
 Good connection of cycle networks and links (Drakes Trail, Cann Woods, Clearbrook,
Lydford). Yelverton identified as a cycle hub.
 Observation that Plymouthians look to the sea not the river although the importance of
Dartmoor as a backdrop to the city was highlighted.
 Plymouth as isolated settlement
 General consensus that the capacity for leisure and recreation for certain user groups
under current management practices had been reached. The recognition that the
landscape needs to change to accommodate new users and the risk of not changing was
highlighted.
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Question 3: What are the opportunities and threats to the Plym Valley landscape?
What challenges does the Plym Valley face and what should its aspirations be in
the future?
Key findings and messages:
 Threats
 Development, notably in the form of large scale housing.
 Mineral workings and longtime scales for restoration.
 Increasing recreational demands due to rising population.
 Water quality, particularly to designated bathing waters at Plymouth, and water
abstraction pressures.
 Risk of heritage assets falling into disrepair and being lost (Saltram Amphitheatre
and Boringdon Arch on English Heritage’s at risk register).
 Landscape under-utilised in parts and not reaching full potential. Unmanaged
access to a small number of destinations.
 The concentration of visitors at honeypot sites, with little spread at other
destinations
 Landscape, at present, not managed as a collective whole. Large areas not
agriculturally registered.
 Opportunities
 HLF bid application. Opportunity to re-engage major land owners as part of HLF bid
process.
 All threats can be considered opportunities.
 New green transport links (park and ride to Coypool).
 Reconnection with Plymouth’s more deprived communities.
 Re-open dialogue with mineral extraction companies to encourage quicker
restoration.
 Rebalancing of visitor numbers around existing honey pot sites. Creation of new
honey pot sites (Coypool) to ease pressures.
 Significant heritage and biodiversity resources, including bats and nationally rare
blue ground beetle.
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 Important historic stories and associations – Nelson’s Column, London Bridge,
Drakes Leat.
 Historically, horticultural projects work well in Plymouth.
 In general, a small number of landowners (with big estates occupy the Plym Valley
National Trust, mining companies, Maristow Estate). Potential for significant
improvements if these landowners can be brought on board. Potential revenue from
new development.
 Engage and bring together public and local groups to take ownership of projects and
Plym Valley as a whole.
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Q4: What criteria should be used to define the Plym Valley HFL boundary and
where would you draw it?
Key findings and messages:
 Diversity and uniqueness of landscape and assets is a characteristic of the Plym Valley,
with the River itself as the central binding feature.
 Important to capture heritage, access and learning opportunities.
 Avoid adjoining HLF boundaries.
 A fluid and iterative process, subject to revision as bid progresses to stage 2.
 Should not include urban areas but acknowledge the that this is key audience.
 Should include Plymouth Sound – a dumbbell shaped area to include sound and moor?

Summary of Key Messages: Session 2
Projects and Initiatives
Key findings and messages:
 Needs to contribute, in a balanced way, to all nine outcomes of HLF LP requirements
under the themes of heritage, people and community.
 Needs to measurable and ‘monitorable’.
 Needs to improve connections.

Date: 18.3.13
Version: 1.1 (Final)
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Appendix 2: List of the Main Heritage Assets in the Plym Vally LHCA Study Area
(by Landscape Character Area)
NHL No = National Heritage List Number (Scheduled Monument or Listed Building)
NGR = National Grid Reference

NGR

NHL No

SX 4716 5047
SX 4720 5048
SX 4695 5282

_
1002623
1010910

SX 4872 5352
SX 4946 5361

1000065
1021406

SX 5030 5415

_

LCA 1A Plymouth Sound
1. Plymouth Breakwater
2. Plymouth Breakwater Fort
3. Drakes Island coastal fortifications

LCA 1B Lower Plym (Cattewater)
1. Cattewater Wreck.
2.(on land) Cattedown Bone Cave

LCA 1C Lower Plym (Laira)
1. Rendel’s Laira bridge abutments

LCA 2A Staddon Heights Open Coastal Plateau and Cliffs
1. Mount Batten prehistoric/Romano-British settlement
2. Mount Batten 17th century artillery tower
3. Staddon Heights Palmerston Fort
4. Fort Stamford Palmerston Fort
5. Fort Bovisand Palmerston Fort
6. WWI Flying Boat Hangers

SX 4876 5319
SX 4858 5322
SX 4975 5170
SX 4934 5273
SX 4877 5071
SX 4882 5311

1017598
1017599
(MoD:undesignated)
1002544
1002584
3090609

LCA 3A Saltram Park and Billacombe Lowland Plain
1. Saltram House
2. Saltram Park and Garden
3. Telegraph Cottage

SX 5204 5560
SX 5150 5220
SX 5318 5534

1386230
1000699
1319611

point SX 5218 5910
point SX 52858800
SX 5240 5960
point SX 5246 5874
SX 5235 5951
SX 5230 5962
SX 5230 5961
SX 5238 5871
SX 5199 5683

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
1386329
1002637

LCA 4A Bickleigh Wooded Valley
1. Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway remains
2. Lee Moor Tramway: remains (stables/winding house)
3. Cann Quarry (buildings including wheelpits)
4. Cann Quarry Canal
5. Cann Quarryman cottages
6. Cann Viaduct on the Great Western Railway
7. Brunel and Bampton’s bridge abutments Cann Viaduct.
8. Plym Bridge
9. Lee Moor Tramway Bridge

LCA 4B Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hills Farmland
1. Boringdon Iron Age hillfort
2.Boringdon Arch
3. Boringdon Deer Park/lead mine/smelt mill/ore works.
4. Deer Park at Newnham Park

SX 5435 5967
SX 5278 5779
SX 5274 5846
SX 5542 5822

1019946
1386330
1020565
1020169

LCA 4C Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down
1. Crownhill Down barrow cemetery
2. Barrow cemetery on western slope of Crownhill Down

SX 5720 5987
SX 5667 5992

1004572
1003201

LCA 5A Shaugh Prior Fringes
LCA 5B Upperton Fringes
1. Plymouth (Drake’s) Leat on Roborough Down
1. Devonport Leat on Roborough Down
2. Sections of the PDR route on Roborough Down
3. Maristow Camp hilltop enclosure

SX 5046 6270
SX 5046 6270
SX 5046 6270
SX 4951 6429

_
_
_
1019784

SX 5386 6398
SX 5473 6452
SX 5430 6510
SX 5480 6530
SX 5495 6503
SX 5686 6484
SX 5533 6471

1020241
1003057
1002550
1002523
1002522
1020323
1009188

SX 5592 6596
SX 5973 6812
SX 5639 6595

1017395
1021055
1012246

LCA 5C Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
LCA 5D Wigford Down Fringes
1. Prehistoric enclosures on Dewerstone Rock
2. Three hut circles on south part of Wigford Down
3. Enclosed hut circle settlement on Wigford Down
4. Hut circle settlement on Wigford Down
5. Four barrows or cairns on Wigford Down
6. Hut circle settlement complex on Trowlesworthy Common
7. Wigford Down medieval wayside cross

LCA 6A Plym Head Upland Moorland
1. Bronze Age Eylesbarrow Reave boundary
2. Eylesbarrow Tin Mine
3. Stone Row and terminal cairn on Ringmoor Down

LCA 7A Urban

N/A
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Appendix 3a: Gazetteer of Heritage Assets
Scheduled Monuments
LCA Name
Plymouth Sound
Plymouth Sound
Plymouth Sound
Staddon Heights Open Coastal
Plateau and Cliffs
Staddon Heights Open Coastal
Plateau and Cliffs
Bickleigh Wooded Valley
Bickleigh Wooded Valley
Tory Brook Wooded Valley
and Boringdon Hills Farmland
Tory Brook Wooded Valley
and Boringdon Hills Farmland
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and
Crownhill Down
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and
Crownhill Down
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and
Crownhill Down
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and
Crownhill Down
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

LCA
Number
1A
1A
1A
2A

Description

List Number

Easting

Northings

Breakwater fort
The coastal fortifications of Drake's Island
Mount Batten: 17th century artillery tower, Civil War breastwork, and World War II remains
Watch House battery and ditch

1002623
1010910
1017599
1002585

247161.79
246824.76
248593.42
248893.36

50486.30
52869.18
53217.85
50927.75

2A

Fort Bovisand

1002584

248774.42

50707.40

Post-medieval deer park, medieval fishpond, 18th century triumphal arch and a 19th century
lead mine, ore works and smelt mill at Boringdon Park
Prehistoric enclosures on Dewerstone Hill, 500m south east of Dewerstone Cottage
Boringdon Camp hillfort and associated remains

1020565

253032.78

58573.40

1020241
1019946

253866.41
254379.22

63989.13
59645.31

Deer park and rabbit warren at Newnham Park

1020169

255224.15

58793.74

Hut circle 1000yds (915m) E of Coleland Bridge

1002596

257558.33

60562.83

Crownhill Down, barrow cemetery

1004572

257193.62

59858.04

Round barrow 950yds (868m) N of Drakeland Corner

1002597

257247.70

59512.94

Barrow cemetery on western slope of Crownhill Down

1003201

256677.63

59911.68

Round cairn 740m south east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
`V'-shaped gully 350m east of Trowlesworthy Warren House
Pillow mound 540m east of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Two pillow mounds 415m and 430m north east of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part
of Trowlesworthy Warren
Vermin trap 490m south of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Round cairn on Lee Moor 950m south east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
One of several cairns on the south-west slope of Penn Beacon
Prehistoric and historic archaeological landscape at Trowlesworthy Warren

1015756
1014474
1014470

258441.43
257109.96
257311.04

63751.03
64857.33
64764.93

1015754

257112.28

65019.47

1015746

256763.71

64292.03

1015753
1012810
1020323

258683.75
259491.37
256854.20

63695.43
62657.97
64773.56

4A
4A
4B
4B
4C
4C
4C
4C
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
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Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A
5A
5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A
5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A

5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A

Pillow mound 530m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Two pillow mounds 640m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of
Trowlesworthy Warren
Pillow mound 760m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Vermin trap 350m south west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
One of several cairns on the south-west slope of Penn Beacon
Pillow mound 490m south of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Pillow mound 630m east of Legis Tor forming part of Willings Walls Warren
An enclosure, stone hut circle, rectangular building and `V'-shaped gully 410m east of
Trowlesworthy Warren House
One of several cairns on the south-west slope of Penn Beacon
Stone hut circle 930m ENE of Big Pond
Pillow mound 860m NNW of Blackaton Cross, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Vermin trap 800m south east of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Vermin trap 700m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Pillow mound and animal run 830m north east of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part
of Trowlesworthy Warren
Pillow mound 620m ESE of Legis Tor forming part of Willings Walls Warren
One of three stone hut circles 500m SSE of Legis Tor
Pillow mound 790m NNE of Blackaton Cross, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Cairn and cist 370m east of Trowlesworthy Warren House
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Two stone hut circles and an enclosure 680m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House
Pillow mound 610m SSW of Ditsworthy Warren House forming part of Willings Walls Warren
Enclosures and hut circles N of Tory Brook Head
Cholwich Town contour reave, cairn and two enclosures
Vermin trap 620m south east of Legis Tor forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
An unenclosed stone hut circle settlement 760m north east of Trowlesworthy Warren House
One of two cairns west of Penn Beacon
A rectangular building 750m south east of Legis Tor

1014462

257292.27

64892.76

1015747

257392.49

64908.41

1014611

257508.42

65001.37

1014475

257863.45

63980.08

1012699
1014614

259796.77
256669.41

62319.23
64292.25

1015742
1014472

257724.82
257176.08

65545.96
64706.00

1012802
1012623
1014664
1014464

259592.02
258479.09
256925.62
257383.97

62583.30
63396.87
63942.92
64258.45

1014612

257425.28

65038.59

1014657

257516.80

65168.54

1014457
1012631
1014662
1014473
1019876
1014615
1014469
1002553
1017399
1014463
1014656
1012813
1014479

257689.50
257287.34
257182.53
257145.43
257290.21
257356.72
258146.39
258574.02
259276.46
257593.66
257457.49
259214.32
257718.95

65393.73
65126.43
63875.51
64751.31
65491.69
65139.61
65717.57
63350.94
63374.44
65224.59
65099.87
63030.26
65131.77
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Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A
5A
5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A
5A
5A
5A

Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5A

5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A
5A

Pillow mound 840m north east of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of
Trowlesworthy Warren
Vermin trap 510m WSW of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Two pillow mounds and a small area of tin streamwork 510m south west of Ditsworthy Warren
House forming part of Willings Walls Warren
Pillow mound 860m SSE of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Vermin trap 730m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Two pillow mounds and a small area of tin streamwork earthworks 770m north of Blackaton
Cross, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
One of several cairns on the south-west slope of Penn Beacon
Four round cairns 1060m south east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Double stone alignment with a large cairn south-west of Penn Beacon
Cross Dyke reave
Vermin trap 520m SSW of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Cairn 800m ENE of Big Pond
Agglomerated enclosure with hut circles south-west of Ditsworthy Clam
Multi-period remains at Hentor Warren
Double stone alignment with a terminal stone setting south of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
A stone alignment, kerbed cairn, prehistoric settlement, four pillow mounds, a vermin trap and
animal runs 720m south west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement and post-medieval warren structures on the
western slope of Little and Great Trowlesworthy Tors
Two cairns with stone rows E of Collard Tor on Wotter Common
Beatland Corner socket stone: a wayside cross 900m south east of Shaugh Prior church
Barrow near Shaugh Cross
Stone row NW of Saddlesborough
Pounds and hut circles N of Saddlesborough
Pound and hut circles N of Hawk's Tor
Hut circles W of Saddlesborough
Cross S of Shaden Plantation
Round barrow NW of Saddlesborough
Shaugh Prior village cross: a wayside cross at the road junction 150m east of the parish church
Cholwich Town contour reave, cairn and two enclosures

1014658

257552.85

65103.01

1014465
1014467

257534.49
258033.63

64052.48
65930.29

1014616

257022.62

63949.09

1014613

257451.92

65062.14

1014663

256994.59

63872.57

1012697
1013423
1017400
1010811
1014466

259823.06
258670.78
259520.61
258366.92
256558.06

62260.94
63513.94
62468.57
63734.28
64306.79

1012630
1009573
1019082
1012114
1016147

258331.47
257876.98
258884.65
257626.25
257432.57

63407.86
65837.78
65901.64
63873.01
63894.98

1019084

257483.14

64383.84

1003829
1009185
1003824
1002518
1002517
1002516
1002520
1002515
1002519
1009187
1017399

255838.42
254836.39
255317.70
255454.32
255746.12
255346.21
255428.76
255223.85
255469.53
254436.94
259276.46

62000.96
62415.67
63467.06
63493.40
63514.17
62859.71
63362.45
63500.49
63436.26
63078.53
63374.44
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Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Wigford Down Fringes
Plym Head Upland Moorland
Plym Head Upland Moorland

5A
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
5D
6A
6A

Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement and post-medieval warren structures on the
western slope of Little and Great Trowlesworthy Tors
Two round barrows on Ridding Down
Cholwich Town Cross: a wayside cross between Quick Bridge and Tolchmoor Gate
Pounds and hut circles N of Saddlesborough
Blackaton Cross: a wayside cross 1.25km north of Lee Moor Village
Bowl barrow at Emmets Post
Part of Eylesbarrow watershed reave
Four round barrows on Wigford Down
Round barrow N of Cadworthy Wood
Wigford Down cross: a wayside cross 230m WNW of Cadover Bridge
Four round barrows on Wigford Down
Pillow mound 630m east of Legis Tor forming part of Willings Walls Warren
Hut circle on Wigford Down
Settlement on Wigford Down S of Durance
Hut circles W of Wigford Down China Clay Works
Settlement on Wigford Down
Four round barrows on Wigford Down
Three hut circles NW of Cadworthy
Two hut circles S of Catstor Down
Three hut circles on south part of Wigford Down
Two hut circles S of Catstor Down
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Cairn west of Legis Lake
Pillow mound 220m south west of Legis Tor forming part of Legistor Warren
Prehistoric enclosures on Dewerstone Hill, 500m south east of Dewerstone Cottage
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Hut circles SE of Brisworthy
Greenwell Girt socket stone 600m SSW of Lovaton hamlet
Brisworthy stone circle
Pillow mound 180m west of Legis Tor forming part of Legistor Warren
Cairn south-east of Nattor
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Part of Penn Moor contour reave incorporating two stone hut circles and an enclosed hut

1019084

257483.14

64383.84

1002586
1008931
1002517
1008930
1020566
1011990
1002522
1002552
1009188
1002522
1015742
1002551
1002523
1002521
1002550
1002522
1003057
1002548
1002549
1002548
1019876
1012421
1008713
1020241
1017396
1004585
1008929
1012227
1008714
1012283
1019876
1017396
1019876
1012805

258044.54
258618.51
255746.12
257046.96
256785.73
255679.73
255064.94
254423.90
255328.48
254989.28
257724.82
254164.46
254887.57
254699.63
254219.60
254937.81
254726.70
254151.55
254230.94
254245.35
257290.21
256561.90
256902.54
253866.41
255918.93
256214.04
254249.05
256466.94
256940.40
257384.02
257290.21
255918.93
257290.21
260294.52

61359.09
61178.00
63514.17
63105.73
63195.84
65726.99
64975.46
64420.55
64711.52
65018.07
65545.96
65234.87
65329.89
64958.61
65058.99
65090.12
64524.98
65438.08
64418.97
65435.31
65491.69
65503.59
65498.17
63989.13
65959.27
65022.88
65636.82
65488.97
65611.40
67180.60
65491.69
65959.27
65491.69
62892.91
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Plym Head Upland Moorland
Plym Head Upland Moorland
Plym Head Upland Moorland
Plym Head Upland Moorland
Plym Head Upland Moorland

6A
6A
6A
6A
6A

settlement
An enclosed settlement, length of reave, two vermin traps and a pillow mound 770m east of
Trowlesworthy Warren House
Cairn adjacent to the south side of Eylesbarrow Reave
Two round cairns 600m ENE of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Two stone hut circles and a length of associated walling 620m south east of Cuckoo Rock,
forming an outlying part of a prehistoric settlement
Eight pillow mounds and a vermin trap on the northern slope of Little Trowlesworthy Tor
forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Cairn east of Scout Hut
Eight pillow mounds and a vermin trap on the northern slope of Little Trowlesworthy Tor
forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Round cairn and cist 560m north of Grim's Grave
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Stone hut circle on Giant's Hill, 500m south west of Plym Steps
Pillow mound 730m north east of Hen Tor forming part of Hentor Warren
An enclosed settlement, length of reave, two vermin traps and a pillow mound 770m east of
Trowlesworthy Warren House
Part of Eylesbarrow watershed reave
Platform cairn and cist 80m south east of Calveslake Tor
A ring cairn 490m north east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Enclosure north-east of Brisworthy Plantation
Enclosure north-west of Gutter Tor
Cairn with a cist, one of several on the western edge of Lee Moor
Enclosure west of Shell Top
Round cairn on the summit of Great Gnat's Head
One of several cairns with cists south of Langcombe Brook
One of a number of cairns with cists south of Shavercombe Brook
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement, a round cairn and a boundary stone 760m WSW
of Shell Top
One of a group of three cairns on Ringmoor Down
Cairn with a cist near the head of a southern tributary of Langcombe Brook
Hentor Warren boundary stone standing on Lee Moor 860m south west of Hen Tor
An enclosure and stone hut circle 270m ENE of Plym Steps
One of a number of cairns with cists south of Shavercombe Brook

1015748

257617.43

64747.33

1012281
1018357
1021059

257024.03
258561.16
258946.13

66819.87
64455.34
68478.44

1015758

257853.10

64896.51

1011993
1015758

258207.05
257779.17

67347.59
64823.84

1015751
1011958
1011977
1015750
1015741
1015748

261198.19
257500.88
257094.51
259807.81
259618.69
257490.40

66977.32
67167.64
66870.86
67005.59
65974.74
64760.33

1010670
1015739
1015743
1012084
1012032
1012051
1011953
1015740
1012282
1012214
1015749

258412.87
260872.25
258377.51
256101.53
257591.35
258565.24
258968.76
261652.53
261246.49
259636.19
259271.74

67906.86
67546.49
64599.73
65906.68
67153.38
64334.39
63915.90
67903.48
66305.69
65774.83
63653.35

1012086
1012286
1015757
1014478
1012213

256304.03
260863.06
258759.84
260534.75
259570.44

66283.87
66149.85
64657.69
67306.70
65792.23
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Cist 365m west of Grim's Grave
An enclosed settlement, length of reave, two vermin traps and a pillow mound 770m east of
Trowlesworthy Warren House
Two pillow mounds 640m ENE of Trowlesworthy Warren House forming part of
Trowlesworthy Warren
One of a group of three cairns on Ringmoor Down
Cairn with a cist, one of several cairns on Lee Moor
Wheal Katherine, 235m west of Plym Ford, forming an outlying part of Eylesbarrow Tin Mine
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement, a round cairn and a boundary stone 760m WSW
of Shell Top
Pillow mound 225m north west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Cairn north-east of Brisworthy Plantation
Hentor Warren boundary stone standing 200m south east of Hen Tor
Grim's Grave cairn with a cist, Langcombe
Two cairns and a cist on the western slope of Great Gnats' Head
The south-eastern of two cairns on Eylesbarrow
Unenclosed stone hut circle settlement on the western edge of Lee Moor
Stone hut circle north of Hentor Brook
Pillow mound 270m south east of Ditsworthy Warren House forming part of Hentor Warren
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement, a round cairn and a boundary stone 760m WSW
of Shell Top
Three pillow mounds and a linear gully 200m north of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of
Trowlesworthy Warren
Tor cairn on Shell Top
Vermin trap 90m west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Cist south-west of Gutter Tor
Stone setting (retaining kerb of a cairn) north-east of Brisworthy Plantation
One of a group of three cairns on Ringmoor Down
Two cairns and a cist on the western slope of Great Gnats' Head
Ring cairn on Shell Top
Stone hut circle north-east of Hentor Brook
Cairn south-east of Shell Top
Cairn south of Eylesbarrow Reave
Vermin trap 130m west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
Enclosure with hut circles on Gutter Tor

1015755
1015748

260874.81
257538.36

66412.09
64689.44

1015747

257392.49

64908.41

1012085
1012042
1021056
1015749

256273.56
258588.18
260824.80
258969.96

66257.97
64334.12
68390.51
63766.01

1014461

257784.84

64463.88

1012273
1015744
1018591
1016146
1010692
1012116
1012083
1014477
1015749

256034.05
259514.42
261240.76
261199.77
259970.25
258453.95
258992.94
258547.41
259125.68

66049.79
65206.89
66414.90
68028.80
68577.12
64811.81
65163.75
66052.77
63692.61

1014481

257946.71

64534.40

1011955
1014660
1012472
1012248
1012087
1016146
1012696
1012175
1012689
1012272
1014659
1012224

259761.16
257892.65
257609.26
256153.64
256312.62
261287.52
259830.33
258975.79
259897.01
257141.16
257860.61
257700.28

63799.21
64330.21
66828.07
65936.92
66258.61
68055.33
63829.96
65189.15
63732.69
66637.83
64324.60
66788.64
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Cairn and cist 425m north of Hen Tor
Historic settlement, fields and tin openwork at Shavercombe Foot 400m north of Shavercombe
Tor
Vermin trap at southern base of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Cairn with a cist north of Drizzlecombe stone alignments
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Cairn with a cist, the western one of two between Langcombe Brook and Deadman's Bottom
Enclosure with hut circles south-east of Eastern Tor
Eylesbarrow Tin Mine and associated remains
Round cairn east of Whittenknowles Rocks, 960m ENE of Gutter Tor
Cairn with cist north of Shavercombe Brook
Pillow mound 160m south west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Cholwich Town contour reave, cairn and two enclosures
Cairn with a cist south-west of Drizzlecombe Stone Alignments
Cairn with a cist north of Whittenknowles Rocks
Roughtor parallel reave
Part of Penn Moor contour reave
Enclosure with hut circles on Eastern Tor
Parallel reave and two enclosures, east of Roughtor parallel reave
Cairn south of Eylesbarrow Reave
Cairn with a cist east of Willings Walls Reave
Stone hut circle settlement 600m ENE of Great Trowlesworthy Tor
Pillow mound 865m ESE of Trowlesworthy Warren House, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Yellowmead stone circles, cairn and stone alignment
Enclosed stone hut settlement south-west of Gutter Tor
Cairn with a cist north-east of Drizzlecombe
Cairn with a cist south-east of Shavercombe Tor
Part of Penn Moor contour reave incorporating two stone hut circles and an enclosed hut
settlement
Pillow mound 450m west of Hen Tor forming part of Hentor Warren
Cairn with a cist south of Langcombe Brook
Part of Eylesbarrow watershed reave
Cairn south west of Higher Hartor Tor
Cairn south-east of Ringmoor Cottage

1014468
1015745

259252.12
259361.63

65709.19
66572.67

1014476
1010654
1019876
1012292
1010651
1021055
1021052
1012173
1014665

257991.54
259151.01
257290.21
260955.38
258550.52
259676.69
258711.56
259813.55
257861.76

64305.53
67208.33
65491.69
66732.30
66394.17
68092.80
67167.24
65876.21
64198.62

1017399
1010656
1010657
1010697
1012807
1010652
1010695
1012237
1012209
1018356
1014458

259276.46
259031.64
258691.95
258010.04
260060.48
258530.80
258395.57
256881.26
258266.29
258526.01
257604.65

63374.44
66716.94
67838.21
68060.87
62828.40
66489.68
68140.13
66744.27
65226.66
64587.19
64502.83

1010212
1012251
1010653
1012211
1012805

257484.67
257518.51
259228.04
259599.63
260294.52

67839.71
66611.62
67473.83
65873.62
62892.91

1014480
1012792
1010669
1010655
1012254

258889.55
260374.33
259476.14
259678.08
256024.66

65248.87
66917.30
68496.11
67307.08
66190.91
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Medieval farmstead and field system, length of Willings Walls Reave, four round cairns, a ring
cairn and pillow mounds at Willings Walls Warren
Enclosure with hut circles south-west of Penn Beacon
One of a number of cairns with cists south of Shavercombe Brook
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Three stone hut circles 340m west of Hen Tor forming part of a partially enclosed stone hut
circle settlement
Pillow mound 180m north west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
A partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement 330m south west of Hen Tor
Cairn north of Giant's Hill
Vermin trap immediately south west of Legis Tor forming part of Legistor Warren
Pillow mound 40m east of Legis Tor forming part of Legistor Warren
Cairn north east of Yellowmead stone circles
Unenclosed stone hut settlement south-west of Gutter Tor
Multi-period remains at Hentor Warren
The north-western of two cairns on Eylesbarrow
Vermin trap and length of reave 980m ESE of Trowlesworthy Warren House
Cairn with a cist south-east of Plym Steps
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Enclosed stone hut circle settlement and three round cairns on Giant's Hill
Agglomerated enclosure with hut circles and later farmstead at Whittenknowles Rocks
Two enclosures and a length of the Eylesbarrow watershed reave 800m WSW of Eylesbarrow
Cairn south-west of Lower Hartor Tor
Two stone hut circles north of Spanish Lake, Lee Moor
Pillow mound 210m east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor, forming part of Trowlesworthy Warren
A partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement 330m south west of Hen Tor
A prehistoric settlement with cairns and a historic tin mill, streamwork and buildings lying
adjacent to the Langcombe Brook
Cairnfield and enclosure 725m east of Cuckoo Rock
A partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement 330m south west of Hen Tor
Cairn south-west of Gutter Tor
Pillow mound and `V'-shaped gully 350m north west of Great Trowlesworthy Tor forming part of
Trowlesworthy Warren
Enclosure south of Lower Hartor Tor
Part of Eylesbarrow watershed reave

1019083

258207.64

64709.59

1017397
1012172
1017395
1020052

259760.01
259710.23
256385.24
258996.52

62754.40
65698.22
66386.71
65256.15

1014460

257840.62

64448.28

1015752
1013177
1008716
1008715
1010179
1012239
1019082
1010694
1014471
1012790
1017396
1019081
1010650
1013474
1012293
1013058
1014661
1015752
1016145

258943.25
259628.78
257084.81
257154.47
257530.73
257512.83
258884.65
259951.82
257715.86
260421.23
255918.93
259518.03
258535.45
259089.37
260172.84
258633.89
257766.30
259055.66
260518.18

65170.63
66866.47
65556.28
65564.02
67862.93
66520.87
65901.64
68618.24
64510.78
67101.20
65959.27
66795.06
67030.18
68459.24
67297.76
64343.52
64350.63
65140.21
66970.30

1021054
1015752
1012280
1014459

259113.40
258993.88
257650.33
257807.80

68786.04
65113.34
66752.14
64633.74

1012295
1010658

260226.25
259787.10

67322.80
68577.77
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Cairn south-east of Ringmoor Cottage
Stone alignment and terminal cairn with a retaining kerb on Ringmoor Down
Enclosure with hut circles west of Plym Steps
Pillow mound 100m south east of Great Trowlesworthy Tor, forming part of Trowlesworthy
Warren
Cairn with cist west of Legis Lake
Cairn with a cist, the eastern one of two between Langcombe Brook and Deadman's Bottom
Cairn north-west of Ditsworthy Warren House
Prehistoric enclosed settlement 950m north east of Ditsworthy Warren House
Three stone alignments, 15 cairns, a cist, a partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement and a
small clapper bridge at Drizzle Combe
Cairn with cist north of Gutter Tor
Cairn east of Ringmoor Cottage
Rectangular building 420m north west of Hen Tor, forming an outlying part of Hentor Farm
Cairn south of Mill Corner
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement and post-medieval warren structures on the
western slope of Little and Great Trowlesworthy Tors
Prehistoric settlement, three round cairns and a post-medieval rabbit warren at Legis Tor
Part of Eylesbarrow Reave
Cholwich Town contour reave, cairn and two enclosures
Partially enclosed stone hut circle settlement and post-medieval warren structures on the
western slope of Little and Great Trowlesworthy Tors
Lee Moor Tramway Bridge
The Scrive Board, South Yard, Devonport Dockyard
Cross in grounds of Stentaway House, Billacombe
Fort Stamford
Mount Batten: prehistoric and Romano-British settlement
Mount Batten: 17th century artillery tower, Civil War breastwork, and World War II remains
Round barrow on Barrow Hill
Plympton Priory
Plympton Castle
Stonehouse Manor wall
Resolution Fort: Civil War town defences at Friary Court
Western Kings artillery tower
Firestone Bay artillery tower
The Scrive Board, South Yard, Devonport Dockyard
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1014666

256031.19
256370.39
260128.43
258036.84

66260.29
65968.20
67133.61
64239.58

1012270
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1014145

256596.83
260992.78
258137.40
259216.63
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65768.92
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66353.84
66786.13
67113.00

1012473
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1013413
1019084

257672.72
256589.50
259081.76
259310.68
257483.14

67124.61
66684.09
65621.66
66695.85
64383.84

1019876
1017396
1017399
1019084

257290.21
255918.93
259276.46
257483.14

65491.69
65959.27
63374.44
64383.84
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248593.42
251294.45
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254399.59
246250.09
248701.03
245945.77
246377.17
244861.49

56834.85
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Urban - Plymouth
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Eastern King battery
Ernesettle battery
Eggbuckland Keep
Ernesettle battery
17 New Street
Knowle battery
Laira Battery
No 1 Basin and No 1 Dock, South Yard, Devonport Dockyard
Crownhill Fort
Plymouth Castle (remains of)
Animal pound at The Pound, 620m south of Roborough House
Mount Pleasant Redoubt
The West Ropery (site of), South Yard, Devonport Dockyard
Agaton fort
Bullpoint gunpowder magazines and camber
Laira Emplacement, immediately south west of Laira Battery
Woodland fort
Worth's Cattedown Bone Cave 150m north of Cattedown Wharves
Austin Fort and section of military road
Efford Fort and Efford Emplacement
Worth's Cattedown Bone Cave 150m north of Cattedown Wharves
Slip No 1 (The Covered Slip), South Yard, Devonport Dockyard
Bowden Battery
Bullpoint gunpowder magazines and camber
The Royal Citadel mid 17th century bastioned artillery defence, incorporating late 16th century
artillery fort and 18th century statue, on the Hoe
Worth's Cattedown Bone Cave 150m north of Cattedown Wharves

1002643
1003193
1020543
1003193
1003832
1002614
1021134
1002642
1020571
1003833
1019786
1021287
1002573
1002613
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1020686
1002615
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1021380
1021135
1021406
1002574
1021365
1003059
1012943

246613.54
245304.54
249993.73
244839.54
248258.98
246313.33
251466.01
244790.84
248732.69
248289.37
250355.16
245941.89
245175.64
245568.90
243455.48
251284.04
247045.21
249463.38
250575.46
251387.04
249467.90
245157.21
249697.68
243407.80
248033.53

53587.67
59246.18
58110.94
59255.99
54071.95
59621.93
56286.69
54411.64
59295.77
53959.22
62367.72
55756.63
54196.37
59603.28
57836.69
56201.77
59307.94
53604.54
57616.78
56586.34
53610.52
53983.96
58412.54
57856.92
53855.23

1021406

249463.38

53604.54
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Registered Parks and Gardens
LCA Name
Urban Plymouth
Urban Plymouth
Urban –
Plymouth
Urban Plymouth
Saltram Park
and
Billacombe
Lowland
Plain

LCA Number

Name

List
Number

7A

The Hoe

1001635

7A

Civic Square,
Plymouth

1001425

7A

Ford Park
Cemetery

1001684

7A

Devon Park

1001657

3A

Saltram House

1000699

Grade

II

Area (ha)

Easting

Northing

19.13

247765.86

53875.93

1.68

247716.29

54375.05

4.22

247650.99

55834.17

II

16.24

245512.73

55136.30

II*

15.78

251505.29

54495.73

II
II*

Conservation Areas
LCA

LCA Number

Name

Urban – Plympton
Saltram Park and Billacombe Lowland Plain
Upperton Fringes
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth

7A
3A
5B
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A

Plympton St Maurice
Tamerton Foliot
Devonport
North Stonehouse
Royal Naval Hospital
Adelaide Street/Clarence Place
Stonehouse Peninsula
Barbican
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7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A

Union Street
The Hoe
Ebrington Street
Stoke
Mannamead
Tamerton Foliot
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Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)
Name

SAC Code

Plymouth Sound &
Estuaries

UK0013111

South Dartmoor
Woods

Area within LCA Study
Eastings
Northings
Area (sq km)
244962.5
51359.24

UK0012749

87.7

268650.77

LCA
22.39 Urban - Plymouth
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and
Crownhill Down
Shaugh Prior Fringes
72087.88 Wigford Down Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Bickleigh Wooded Valley

LCA
Number
7A
4C
5A
5D
5A
4A

Special Protection Areas (SPA)
Name

SPA Code

Tamar Estuaries
Complex

UK9010141

Area Within Sudy Area
(sq km)
0.9

Eastings

Northings

LCA

243883.91

60482.55

Urban - Plymouth

LCA
Number
7A

Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI)
Name
Billacombe
Faraday Road
Mount Wise
Plymbridge Lane &
Estover Road
Plymouth Sound
Shores & Cliffs

Area Within Study Area
(sq km)

Eastings

Northing s

LCA

LCA Number

Saltram Park and Billacombe Lowland Plain
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth

3A
7A
7A
7A

2.0
0.2
0.5
0.0

251823.92
249806.89
245515.08
249903.19

53972.95
54203.01
54036.70
59874.67

22.4

248811.75

52937.92 Urban - Plymstock

7A
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Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI)
Richmond Walk
Shaugh Prior Woods
South Dartmoor

Tamar-Tavy Estuary

0.2
87.7

246078.64
254404.06

7114.0

263173.75

1413.7

243850.25

54386.12 Urban - Plymouth
63941.42 Wigford Down Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Bickleigh Wooded Valley
66042.38 Plym Head Upland Moorland
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill
Down
Shaugh Prior Fringes

7A
5D
5A
4A
6A
4C

60451.34 Upperton Fringes

5B

County Wildlife Sites (CWS)
Name

LCA

LCA Number

Ashleigh Bottom & Bame Wood
Blackalder Tor
Brockhole & Binicliff Woods
Crownhill Down
Ernesettle Complex
Great Shaugh & Cann Woods
Hardwick Woods
Headon Down

Upperton Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hills Farmland
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down
Urban - Plymouth
Bickleigh Wooded Valley
Urban - Plympton

5B
5C
4B
4C
7A
4A
7A

Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hills Farmland
Urban - Plymouth
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymstock

4C
5C
5C
4B
7A
34C
7A
7A

Higher Lee
Hooksbury Wood
Kinterbury Creek
Knowle Wood
Mount Wise County Wildlife Site
Plym Estuary

5A
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County Wildlife Sites (CWS)
Plymouth Hoe and Madeira Road
Radford Lake
Radford Woods
Ridding Down
Shaugh Moor
Smallhanger Waste
The Ruts
Truelove
Warren Point
Whitleigh Wood
Woodford Wood

Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymstock
Urban - Plymstock
Sparkwell Wooded Valley and Crownhill Down

7A
7A
7A
4C

Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Shaugh Moor Mined Fringes
Shaugh Prior Fringes

5C
5A
5C
4A

Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hills Farmland
Shaugh Prior Fringes
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Tory Brook Wooded Valley and Boringdon Hills Farmland

4B
5A
7A
7A
4B

Local Nature Reserves (LNR)
Name
Bircham Valley
Budshead Wood
Cann Woods
Efford Marshes
Forder Valley
Southway Valley
Whitleigh Wood
Woodland Wood Valley
Bircham Valley
Budshead Wood
Cann Woods

Eastings
250447.31
246115.75
247286.93
251065.34
250894.66
249107.56
247665.17
246972.99
250447.31
246115.75
247286.93

Northings
59516.26
59888.52
60434.75
56858.66
57863.08
60689.65
60100.73
59445.74
59516.26
59888.52
60434.75

LCA

LCA Number

Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth
Urban - Plymouth

7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A

Appendix 3c: Gazetteer of Access and Recreation Assets
National Trust Sites
Name

LCA Name

LCA Number

Plym
Saltram
Trowlesworthy

Bickleigh Wooded Valley
Saltram Park and Billacombe Lowlands
Plym Head Upland Moorland

4A
3A
6A

Woodland Trust Sites
Name
Greenacres
Hardwick Wood
Hollycroft Wood
Leigham Wood

Wood ID
00591
00022
00127
00399

Whitleigh Wood

00082

National and Regional Trails
South West Coast Path National Trail
Erme Plym Trail (Regional)
Tamar Valley Discovery Trail (Regional)
West Devon Way (Regional)

Area (Ha)
Date
1.52 07/09/1993
18.92 15/07/1977
5.08 19/04/1984
13.37 24/11/1989
20.26

LCA Name
Urban - Plympton
Saltram Park and Billacombe Lowland Plain
Urban - Plymouth
Urban – Plymouth
Bickleigh Wooded Valley
14/02/1982 Urban - Plymouth

LCA Number
7A
3A
7A
7A
3A
7A
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APPENDIX 4: LANDSCAPE CHARACTER OVERVIEW
National Character Areas
Natural England is currently in the process of updating its National Character Areas
(NCAs) in the form of National Character Area profiles. The profiles include a broader
range of topics for each character area allowing a more holistic understanding of the
landscape than was presented in previously published descriptions. Only the updated
NCA for South Devon (July 2012) was available at time of writing.
NCA151: South Devon
NCA 151: South Devon encompasses the southern and western extent of the LCHA
Study area forming a band around the southern fringes of Dartmoor from Plympton to
Yelverton (Figure 10) .The NCA is described as “predominantly a plateau, dissected by steep
valleys and rivers” with “wooded valleys and rias toward the coast”. The NCA is of high
quality and character, containing parts of both the South Devon AONB and Tamar
Valley AONB, predominantly consisting of mixed farmland bounded by Devon
hedgebanks and narrow winding lanes.
Important characteristics of the NCA are stated to be:
 “Rounded hills, without strong patterns, separated by steep, intricate wooded valleys with
fast flowing rivers.
 Diverse and complex coastline, often reaching deep inland along rias and estuaries.
Distinctive cliff formations with raised beaches and caves.
 The classic landform of Slapton shingle ridge and lagoon which supports many
internationally important bird species and rare plant communities.
 Rias, or drowned river valleys, with large expanses of tidal water and mudflats extending
far inland. The rias are often steep-sided, with broadleaved woodland down to the tidal
edge.
 Arable and pasture fields, with larger fields on the higher flatter land and a more intact,
smaller irregular field pattern on the valley flanks. When ploughed the characteristic red
soils add to the pattern of the landscape.
 Wildflower rich, often treeless, hedgebanks providing field boundaries and borders to the
typical narrow sunken lanes linking scattered farmsteads and hamlets.
 Villages and towns generally in sheltered valley locations or at the heads of rias, with the
larger urban settlements located at either end of the coastal stretch. Rural buildings of local
stone and slate, with some cob and thatch.
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 Industrial heritage of the mineral mining in the Tamar Valley, with mine chimneys,
quarries and mining settlements. Distinctive landscape of ball clay extraction in the Bovey
Basin.”
NCA150: Dartmoor
The NCA 150: Dartmoor profile is in the process of being updated. The character of the
national character area is described in Natural England’s previous character
assessment as “an irregular moorland plateau…of treacherous bogs and mires...with
dramatically shaped tors creating a landscape of bleak, windswept upland character”. The
importance of remnant historic assets in the form of cairns, stone circles, reaves etc. is
also a noted.
Important characteristics of the character are stated as being:
 “Strong contrasts between open, windswept moors with wide views and sheltered
landscapes of valleys and fringes.
 Central high moorland with a wild landscape of tors, clitters, bogs, grassland, heather and
bracken.
 Around the moorland core is a gentler landscape of small, irregular pasture fields with dry
stone walls and banks, cut by large, terraced, wooded valleys which shelter farmsteads and
hamlets. The valleys have steep-sided, fast-flowing streams and a network of sunken lanes.
 Main villages and towns lie beyond the outer edge of moor but are linked to it by ancient
roads and lanes.
 Granite and slate in cottages, farmhouses, villages, abandoned mine buildings and walls,
unifies the landscape.
 Mining industry has made a strong impact on the landscape, with dramatically-sited spoil
heaps and ruins.
 Very high historic interest from Bronze Age onwards: particular features include highly
visible features such as hut circles, standing stones, reaves, field systems, hillforts.”
Devon Character Areas
The Devon Landscape Character Assessment provides an analysis of the landscape
character area at the county level. The following Devon County landscape character
areas are within the LCHA Study area (Figure 11).
Plymouth Sound Eastern Plateau
The Plymouth Sound Eastern Plateau lies to the south of Plympton in the south of the
LCHA Study area. The Devon LCA describes it as such:
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“This landscape of elevated coastal plateau and dramatic coastal scenery has a varied, indented
profile reflecting the alternating bands of soft and hard rocks, the latter forming the headlands
and rocky outcrops such as Mew Stone. Between the headlands are coves and sandy bays such
as Jennycliff Bay and above are coastal grassland, scrub and heath with open access and
dramatic views. In many cases the grain of the rock strata is apparent along the cliffs and
notable rock features including wave-cut platforms and raised beaches can be readily
appreciated. The coastal plateau is open and exposed having a gently rolling appearance with
little tree cover; and fields have often been enlarged reinforcing the exposure of the area. In
sharp contrast, the incised combe valleys and coves have a more intimate small scale character,
in part due to the woodlands which thrives in these more sheltered environments. This is a well
settled landscape with urban influences felt close to the edge of Plymouth as well as in villages
such as Heybrook Bay, Wembury and Down Thomas.”
Special qualities and features are stated as being:
 “High scenic quality reflected in the majority of area designated as part of the South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.
 Outstanding views across Plymouth Sound and along the coast and across the Yealm
estuary – dramatic cliffs and distinctive headlands and rocky outcrops e.g. Great Mew
Stone; steep wooded valley sides above estuary.
 Notable geomorphological features; raised beaches and wave cut platforms at Wembury
are designated RIGS.
 Varied habitats including the extensive Wembury Point SSSI (valued for diversity of
habitats including crevices, pools, rocky overhangs important for sea life and cirl bunting)
and Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC; other SSSI and CWS designations associated
with neutral grassland and coastal scrub throughout the area; important sea bird colonies
on the Great Mew Stone.
 Ancient woodland on the edge of Plymouth e.g. Jennyscombe Wood and at the mouth of the
Erne.
 SMs include historic man-made features associated with defence of Plymouth Sound
including Fort Bovisand, Fort Stanford and anti-aircraft gun sites and watch house
battery.
 Langdon Court Hotel – Grade II Registered Park and Garden notable for its late 17th and
early 18th century garden which remains largely unchanged and for its ancient woodland.
 Area valued for its recreation opportunities in close proximity to conurbations – South West
Coast Path extends along the cliff top and Erne-Plym Trail cuts inland connecting Plymstock
with the Erne Valley.
 Large areas of cliff-land and coastal farmland owned by National Trust (Wembury Point
area and from Wembury village to the Yealm estuary).”
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Plymouth and Modbury Farmland
The Plymouth and Modbury landscape character area is situated to the south east of
Plympton, in the south east of the LCHA Study area. The Devon LCA describes the area
thus:
“The constant presence of Dartmoor on the northern horizon is a defining characteristic of this
area. Situated below the open skyline, moorland rim and wall-patterned upper slopes of
Dartmoor, this landscape forms a patchwork of fields, small woodlands and some estate
planting. Together they create a settled, well-treed and scenic landscape. Despite the presence of
the A38 and the town of Ivybridge, the area’s narrow wooded valleys retain an intimate and
secluded character, with tree-lined rivers snaking through a pastoral landscape of meadows,
woodland and estate parkland.”
The Devon LCA notes the following special qualities and features of the character area
as:


“Parts have high scenic quality and a important role as part of the setting of the South
Devon AONB.



Dominated by Dartmoor on the northern horizon, strongly influencing the character of the
area; visible in views to and from Dartmoor, contributing to the setting of the National
Park.



Sense of remoteness, particularly within river valleys.



Ancient woodlands, often in linear form along valley sides.



Diversity of CWSs, including ancient semi-natural woodland, secondary woodland, a
large lake and swamp, marshy grassland and neutral grassland.



Several RIGSs, displaying various geological features including fossils; folded rocks;
intrusions of gabbro and volcanic tuff (lava); limestone formations and the margin of
Dartmoor granite.



Northern part of the Flete estate (Grade II on the Register of Historic Parks and Gardens),
comprising late 19th and early 20th century gardens and pleasure grounds, within a
wider18th century parkland of national significance for wildlife due to its large number of
veteran trees.



Saltram House, Grade II* Historic Park and Garden on the edge of Plymouth, overlooking
the tidal estuary of the River Plym.



National Trust-owned estate (not open to the public) at Ugborough House.



SM at Lyneham, encompassing Westerbury Camp Iron Age hillfort, medieval deer park
(including sections of the park pale) and rabbit warren.
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Several Conservation Areas, reflecting the quality of the area’s built heritage, covering the
historic cores of Ugborough, Ivybridge, Modbury, Yealmpton and Ermington.



Erne-Plym Trail recreational route running through the area.”

Plymouth Northern Wooded Slopes
The Plymouth Northern Wooded Slopes character area is sited to the north east of
Plymouth, in the centre of the LCHA Study area. The accompanying descriptive text
states:
“The deep, wooded cleft of the Plym valley is surrounded by intricate pastoral farmland
punctuated with hedgerows. It forms a distinctive feature within the setting of Plymouth, and
contrasts with both the moorland of Dartmoor above, and the urban mass of Plymouth below.
The steep-sided, wooded valleys have a strong sense of enclosure and intimacy, feeling like a
‘world of their own’ and far removed from the adjacent city. Dark coniferous plantations
contrast with the seasonally-changing colours of the ancient deciduous woodlands which cloak
the valley sides. There is a strong sense of history, with a prehistoric hillfort, historic parklands,
manor houses, farms and industrial heritage all visible within the landscape.”
The special qualities and features of the character area are noted as:


“High scenic quality due to the combination of landform, woodland and water, with the
moorland skyline of Dartmoor to the north and east giving the area a strong sense of place.



Important setting both to the National Park and to Plymouth, with woodland screening
views of Plymouth from within the area and softening views of the built-up area when
seen from Dartmoor.



Sense of peace, remoteness and secrecy within deep wooded valleys which is particularly
unusual given the proximity of Plymouth.



Extensive areas of ancient woodland, generally in river valleys, sometimes abutting the
urban edge.



Numerous and extensive CWSs, mostly broadleaved woodland sites, but also other
habitats including plantation, unimproved neutral grassland and bracken-covered slopes.



Several RIGS sites in cuttings, quarries and mines, demonstrating geological formations
and igneous processes including dykes, sills and breccia.



Many SMs, including Boringdon Camp (Iron Age hillfort overlooking Plymouth and the
coast); Newnham Park (late-medieval deer park and rabbit warren); Boringdon Park
(medieval fishponds, post-medieval deer park, 18th century triumphal arch and 19th
century lead mine).



Historic farms, manor houses, bridges and industrial remains throughout the area.
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West Devon Way recreational route following the Plym valley north-south through the
area linking city to moor; extensive accessible woodland/plantation at Common Wood
and Cann Wood and Erme-Plym cycle trail.”

River Tavy Middle Valley
The River Tavy Middle Valley landscape character area is located to the north of
Plymouth and occupies a large area of the western section of the LCHA Study area. The
character area is described as:
“a landscape of contrasts, with ridges of higher land separated by the winding wooded valley of
the River Tavy. Extensive dark mixed plantation covers its valley sides, creating a sense of
isolation and secrecy. Watermeadows on the valley floors and pockets of broadleaved woodland
add variations in colour and texture. Streams glide between craggy wooded banks covered in
mosses and ferns, tumble over boulders and rocks, and flow under ancient bridges. Sunken
lanes twist their way up the valley sides towards an open landscape of pastoral fields, with
sudden long views across to Dartmoor or the River Tamar. Buckland Abbey is nestled into the
valley side, surrounded by parkland. The rich and diverse landscape has a strong sense of
history, with prehistoric hillforts, farms, estates, villages and industrial remains all
contributing to its sense of time-depth.”
The special qualities and features of the River Tavy Middle Valley character area are
noted as being:


“Spectacular views eastwards towards Dartmoor from higher land as well as beautiful
river views from the western and southern parts of the area.



Outstanding scenic quality, reflected in designation of parts of the area as National Park
or AONB; much of the area also providing an important visual setting to these two
designations.



Wealth of nature conservation interest, including extensive valley-side ancient woodland
SSSIs e.g. Grenofen Wood and West Down; Lockridge Mine SSSI; woodland and
unimproved grassland CWSs; and LNRs including former railway viaduct into
Tavistock and Lopwell Dam on the River Tavy to south.



Distinctive existing and former traditional orchards throughout the area, making a strong
contribution to sense of place.



RIGS site covering a fluvial geological exposure north of Buckland Monachorum.



Extensive historic estates, including Buckland Abbey, owned by the National Trust and
also a SM; other SMs reflect the area’s prehistoric importance, e.g. Marristow Camp and
Berra Tor, the latter on the summit of a promontory over looking the Tavy Valley.



Area part of Devon and Cornwall Mining Landscape WHS, reflecting long history of
mining tin, lead, silver lead, copper and arsenic.
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Fascinating industrial archaeology associated with former quarrying, mining and
transport, including the dismantled tramway on Roborough Down, the railway line
between Bere Alston and Tavistock, and the canal and canal tunnel between Tavistock
and Morwellham and several mills and associated features.



The Lumburn Leat, a significant historic landscape feature constructed five hundred years
ago, associated with medieval royal silver mines at Bere Ferrers (16 km in length with
some sections still visible).



Conservation Areas covering the historic cores of Milton and Buckland Monachorum.



A popular area for tourists, including the ‘honeypot’ site of Buckland Abbey; numerous
opportunities for visitors to stop and explore the area or enjoy the view.



Tamar Valley Discovery Trail, West Devon Way and Cycle Route 27 provide important
access opportunities as does open access land at West Down and Roborough Down.”

Southern Dartmoor and Fringes
The Southern Dartmoor and Fringes landscape character area is located in the
northeast of the LCHA Study area and comprises the rising moorland fringes to
Dartmoor. It is described as:
“a transitional landscape, linking the upland moor with the lowlands to the south, and forming
the backdrop to many views of Dartmoor from the south. It is a landscape of changing colours
and textures, with the golds, browns and purples of the moorland contrasting with the vivid
greens of the pasture below. Fast-flowing streams rush down the hillsides in steep, narrow
valleys which are often clothed in oak woodland. Farms and small villages nestle in valleys or
in the folds of the hillsides, surrounded by ancient patterns of fields and linked by a network of
twisting sunken lanes. On the moorland there is an extraordinary sense of time-depth, with
many abandoned settlements from prehistoric and medieval periods reflecting the ebb and flow
of people’s colonisation of the moor.”
The special qualities and features of the character area are noted to be:
 “Very high scenic quality, most land being part of Dartmoor National Park.


Backdrop to views of Dartmoor from much of South Devon; outstanding views
southwards across South Devon to the sea.



High levels of remoteness and tranquillity notably in upland areas away from the
influence of the A38.



Moorlands part of Dartmoor SAC and SSSI, providing habitats for flora, insects,
butterflies and ground nesting birds.



Sites of county importance for woodland, moorland Rhôs pasture and wetland (CWSs).
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Extensive areas of ancient woodland, particularly on valley sides including Shaugh Prior
woods SSSI, designated for their rich bryophyte (moss and liverwort) and lichen
communities, and forming part of the South Dartmoor Woods SAC).



Numerous RIGSs covering geological exposures, including tors and quarry sites.



Numerous SMs covering outstanding assemblages of pre-historic and medieval sites
(including hut circles, field boundaries, cairns, stone rows and standing stones) and later
industrial archaeology associated with tin mining.



Strong, intact field patterns of rectilinear newtakes on moorland edges, and small
medieval fields on the valley slopes.



Conservation Area covering the historic core of South Brent, plus numerous historic
buildings (villages, farmsteads, granite hump-backed bridges etc) throughout the area.



Traditional orchards around Cornwood.



Extensive areas of access land on upland areas, and a network of lanes and public rights
of way on lower slopes and Two Moors Way long distance route crossing the area northsouth.”

High Dartmoor South
The High Dartmoor South landscape character area is located in the far northeast of
the LCHA Study area. It represents the boggy, upland moorlands in which the River
Plym rises and is described as:
“a high, wild, bleak and evocative landscape which forms the skyline to many views within and
beyond Dartmoor National Park to the south, west and east. Although smaller in extent than
High Dartmoor North, it can feel even more remote from significant areas of settlement. It is
covered in extensive areas of blanket bog and mire which form the sources of many of South
Devon’s rivers. The landscape is devoid of modern settlement, roads or other features, yet
presents a rich archaeological heritage in the forms of prehistoric ceremonial sites and
settlements, and later evidence of mining activity, peat extraction and clay working. It is a
landscape which is highly valued for its nature conservation importance, and also for its vital
role as a water catchment. In this exposed landscape, the weather has a strong influence on the
sense of place, ranging from all-encompassing rain and mist to clear skies, strong colours and
outstanding views across south Devon to the sea.”
The special qualities and features of the High Dartmoor South landscape character
area are noted as being:
 “Very high scenic quality (area lies within Dartmoor National Park).
 Smooth, open skyline in views from within and beyond Dartmoor National Park to the
south, east and west.
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 Outstanding views across Plymouth and the indented coastline of South Hams to the sea.
 Outstanding qualities of remoteness and tranquillity (one of the most extensive areas of high
tranquillity in Devon) with exceptionally dark, starlit night skies.
 Nationally and internationally designated (SSSI and SAC) for its blanket bogs and other
moorland habitats which support bird species such as snipe.
 Blanket bogs and mires that perform important roles in water catchment, filtration and
storage, and carbon sequestration.
 Numerous dramatically-sited SMs including prehistoric, medieval and later industrial
sites, giving the area a strong sense of time-depth and tangible links with the past.
 The Two Moors Way and Abbotts Way recreational routes, following ancient tracks across
the moor.
 Access land with high recreational value for those wishing to explore some of the remotest
land in southern England.
 High levels of exposure to the elements resulting in constantly-changing patterns of light and
colour.”
Lower Tamar and Tavy Valleys
The lower Tamar and Tavy Valleys character area is located to the far west of the LCHA
Study area and includes the riparian area from the Tamar Bridge to Bere Ferrers. Only a
small slither of this character area lies within the LCHA Study area.
The special qualities and features of the character area are noted to be:
 “Low-lying topography (at or close to sea level) with low, rounded hills behind.
 The widest, tidal stretches of the Tamar and Tavy rivers.
 Small blocks of valley-side oak and birch woodland on the southern side of the Tavy, with
an important line of hedgerow trees (often fruit trees, which may be a legacy of the area’s
former soft fruit industry) separating the intertidal zone from the farmland above.
 A rich diversity of semi-natural habitats along the estuary margins, including reed beds,
mudflats, salt marshes and rocky shorelines.
 Post-medieval reclaimed land at Warleigh Marsh indicated by straight boundaries; further
embankments at Pennards Point and Blaxton Wood still present as landscape features.
 Historic stone quays, lime kilns, railway viaducts and waterside churches at Bere Barton
providing strong visual links with the industrial past, and reflecting the valley’s historic
importance as a transport route.
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 Historic country houses with extensive grounds (Maristow House and Warleigh House) on
the south bank of the River Tavy.
 Sparse settlement, consisting of occasional clusters of pastel-painted houses around
quaysides.
 Very little modern development, largely due to the difficulty of accessing the area by road.
 Long, spectacular views giving a sense of space and openness.
 A largely inaccessible landscape which feels very remote.
 Patterns of light and water and sounds and smells that appeal to different senses, creating a
strong sense of place.”
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